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FILE NO. 170430. ORDINANCE NO. 

[Planning Code - Landmark Designation -1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater)] 

Ordinance amending tlie Planning Code to designate 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey · 

Theater), in Assessor's Parcel Block No. 3280, Lot No. 018, as a Landmark under Article 

10 of the Planning Code; affirming the Planning Department's determination under the 

California Environmental Quality Act; and making public necessity, convenience and 

welfare findings under Planning Code, Section 302, and findings of consistency with 

the General Plan, and th~ eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. 
Deletion$ to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times New Roman font. 
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and Gounty of San Francisco: . 

Section 1. Findings. 

(a). CEQA and Land Use Findings. 

(1) The Planning Department has determined that the proposed Planning Code 

amendment is subject to a Categorical Exemption from the California Environmental Quality 

Act (California Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq., "CEQA") pursuant to Section 

15308 of the Guidelines for Implementation of the statute for actions by regulatory agencies. 

for protection of the environment (in this case, landmark designation). Said determination is 

on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 170430 and is incorporated herein 

by reference. 

(2) Pursuant to Planning Code Section 302, the Board of Supervisors finds that 

the proposed landmark·designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), Lot 018, in 

Assessor's Block 3280, will serv~ the public. necessity, convenience and welfare for the 

Supervisors Yee; Peskin 
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1 reasons set forth in Historic Preservation Commission Resolution No. 861, recommending 

2 approval of the proposed designation, which is incorporated herein by reference. 

3 (3) The Board finds that the proposed landmark designation of 1970 Ocean 

4 Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), Lot 018, in Assessor's Block 3280 is consistent with the San 

5 Francisco General Plan and with Planning Code Section 101.1 (b) for the reasons set forth in 

6 Historic Preservation Commission Resolution No. 861, recommending approval of the 

7 proposed designation, which is incorporated herein by reference. 

8 (b) General Findings. 

9 . (1) P_ursuant to Sect_ion 4.135 of the Charter of the City and County of San 

1 O Francisco, the Historic Preservation Commission has authority "to recommend approval, 

11 . disapproval, or modification of landmark designations and historic district designations under 

1.2 the Planning Code to the Board of Supervisors." 

13 (2) On August 17, 2016, the Historic Preservation Commission added 1970 

14 Ocean _Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), Lot 018 in Assessor's Block 3280, to the Landmark 

15 Designation Work Program. 

16 (3) The Designation report was prepared by experts and reviewed by Planning 

17 Department Preservation staff. All preparers meet the Secretary of the Interior's Professional 

18 Qualification Standards and the report was reviewed for accuracy and conformance with the 

19 purposes and standards of Article 10. 

20 (4) The Historic Preservation Commission, at its regular meeting of December 

21 7, ·2016, reviewed Department staff's analysis of 1970 Ocean Avenue's historical significance 

22 per Article 1 O as part of the Landmark. Designation Case Report dated December 7, 2016. 

23 (5) On January 18, 2017, the Historic Preservation Commission passed 

24 Resolution No. 841, initiating designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), Lot 

25 018 in Assessor's Block 3280, as a San Francisco Landmark pursuant to Section 1004.\1 of 
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the San Francisco Planning Code. Such motion is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File 

170430 and incorporated herein by reference. 

(6) On April 5, 2016, after holding a public hearing on the proposed designation 

and having considered the specialized analyses prepared by Planning Department staff and 

the Landmark Designation Case Report, the Historic Preservation Commission recommended 

apprnval of the proposed landmark designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), l 
Lot 018, in Assessor's Block 3280, in Resolution No. 861. Such resolution is on file with the 

Clerk of the Board in File No. 170430. · 

(7) The Board of Supervisors hereby finds that 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 

Theater), Lot 018, in Assessor's Block 3280, has a special character and special historical, 

architectural, and aesthetic interest and value, and that its designation as a Landmark will 

further the purposes of and conform to the standards set forth in Article 10 of the San 

Francisco Planning Code. 

Section 2. Designation. 

Pursuant to Section 1004 of the Planning Code, 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 

Theater), Lot 018, in Assessor's Block 3280, is hereby designated as a San Francisco 

Landmark under Article 10 of the Planning Code. 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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Section 3. Required Data. 

(a) The description, location, and boundary of the Landmark site consists of the City 

parcel located at 1970 Ocean Avenue, Lot 018, in Assessor's Block 3280, in San Francisco's 

Ingleside neighborhood. 

{b) The characteristics. of the Landmark that justify its designation are described and 

shown_ in the Landmark Designation Case Report and other supporting materials contained in 

Planning Department Case Docket No. 2016-011052DES. In brief, 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka 

1

1 

El Rey Theater), Lot 018, in Assessor's Block 3280, is eligible for local design_ation under 
1 

National Register of Historic Places Criterion C (as it embodies distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of construction and represents the work of a master architect). 

Specifically, designation of the former El Rey Theater is proper given it is one of the only 

remaining movie theaters originally designed in the Art Deco style by master architect Timothy 

Pflueger. 

(c) The particular features that shall be preserved, or replaced in-kind as determined 

necessary, are those generally shown in photographs and described in the Landmark 

Designation Case Report, which can be found in Planning Department Docket No. 2016-

011052DES, and which are incorporated in this designation by reference as though fully set 

forth. Specifically, the following features shall be preserved or replaced in kind: 

(1) All exterior elevations, form, massing, structure, roofline, architectural 

ornament and materials of 1970 Ocean Avenue, identified as: 

(A) · T-shaped footprint and four-part massing and volume consisting of 

the central gable-roofed theater, tower, and two flanking one-story retail wings; 

(8) Primary fagade facing Ocean Avenue, including its cement stucco 

· finish, cast-concrete grille, chimney with incised zig zags, raised parapet with incised speed 
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line, any extant transom windows (retail wings only), gable outlined with red clay tile, and 

tower with incised speed lines and pylon; 

(C) East and west (secondary) elevations of the theater, including the 

painted board-formed concrete walls and the deeply recessed "blind" openings; 

(D) East and west (secondary) elevations of the retail wings, including 

the cement stucco finish and window openings filled with six light, wood sash awning windows 

and pilasters with incised capital between window openings; 

(E) The tower, including its height, massing, and surviving cast cement 

ornament; and 

(F) The building's combination gable (theater) and flat (retail wings and 

stage area) roof with skylights. 

(2) The character-defining interior features of the building are those associated 

with- areas that have historically been accessible to the public, and are depicted in the floor 

plans or photos the Landmark Designation Report dated December 7, 2016, including: 

(A) Lobby, lobby stairs, mezzanine, auditorium, and balcony volumes; 

(B) All extant sheet metal and cast-plaster Art Deco ornament in the 

lobby, auditorium, balcony, and mezzanine, including decorative sheet metal ventilation 

system at auditorium and balcony ceilings; 

(C) All extant doors and hardware in the lobby, auditorium, balcony, and 

mezzanine; 

·(D) Metal aisle and restroom signs in the lobby; and 

(E) Potentially ext~nt murals at auditorium and balcony c~ilings, and 

mezzanine walls as shown in historic photographs but currently overpainted. 
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Section 4. Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after 

enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the 

ordinance un_signed or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board 

of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 

By: ~~N~o 
Deputy _City Altom · 

n:\land\as2016\0900449\01153591.doc 
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FILE NO. 170430 

LEGISLATIVE DIGEST 

[Planning Code - Landmark Designation - 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater)] 

Ordinance amending the Planning Code to designate 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 
Theater), in Assessor's Parcel Block No. 3280, Lot No. 018, as a Landmark under Article 
10 of the Planning Code; affirming the Planning Department's determination under the 
California EnvironmentalQuality Act; and making public necessity, convenience and 
welfare findings under Planning Code, Section 302, and findings of consistency with 
the General Plan; and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

Existing Law 

Under Article 10, Section 1004 of the Planning Code, the Board.of Supervisors may, by 
ordinance, designate an individual structure that has special character or special historical, 
architectural or aesthetic interest or value as a City landmark. Once a structure has been 
named a landmark, any construction, alteration, removal or demolition for which a City permit 
is required necessitates a Certificate of Appropriateness from the Historic Preservation 
Commission ("HPC"). (Planning Code Section 1006; Charter of the City and County of San 
Francisco, Section· 4.135.) Thus, landmark designation affords a high degree of protection to 
historic and architectural structures of merit in the City. There are currently more than 260 
individual landmarks in the City under Article 10, in addition to other structures and districts in 

. the downtown area that are protected under Article 11. (See Appendix A to Article 10.) 

Amendments to Current Law 

. ' 

This ordinance amends the Planning Code to add a new historic landmark to the list of 
individual landmarks under Article 10: 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater). 

The ordinance finds that the El Rey Theater is eligible for designation as a City landmark 
under National Register of Historic Places Criterion C (embodies distinctive characteristics of 
a type, period, or method of construction; and represents the work of a master). Specifically, 
designation of the El Rey Theater is proper given it is one of the only remaining movie 
theaters originally designed in the· Art Deco style by master architect Timothy Pflueger. 

As required by Section 1004, the ordinance lists the particular exterior and interior features 
that shall be preserved, or replaced in-kind as determined necessary. ' 

Background Information 

. The landmark designation was initiated by the HPC pursuant to its authority under the Charter 
to recommend approval, disapproval, or modification of landmark designations and historic 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page 1 
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district designations under the Planning Code to the Board of Supervisors. The HPC held a 
hearing to initiate the landmark designation of the El Rey Theater on January 18, 2017. On 
April 5, 2017, after holding a public hearing on the proposed designation and having 
considered the Landmark Designation Case Report prepared by Planning Department staff 
Shannon Ferguson, the HPC voted to recommend approval of the El Rey Theater to the 
Board of Supervisors. 

n:\land\as2016\0900449\01153592.doc 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
,,PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

April 7, 2017 

Honorable Supervisor Norman Yee 
Ms. Angela Calvillo, Clerk 

. Board of Supervisors 
City and County of San Francisco 
City Hall, Room 244 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Re: Transmittal of Planning Department Case Number 2016-011052DES: 
1970 Ocean Avenue Landmark Designation (El Rey Theater) 
BOS File No: (pending) 
Historic Preservation Commission Recommendation: Approval 

Dear Ms. Calvillo, 

On April 5, 2017 the San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission (hereinafter "HPC") 
conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting to consider a 
recommendation for landmark designation of 1970 Ocean A venue, known historically as the El 
Rey Theater,· to the Board of Supervisors. At the hearing, the HPC voted to approve a resolution to 
recommend landmark designation pursuant to Article 10 of the Planning Code. 

the proposed amendments have been determined to be categorically exempt from environmental 
review under the Caiifornia Environmental Quality Act Section 15060(c)(2) . 

. Please find attached documents relating to the HPC' s action. If you have any questions or require 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Manager of Legislative Affairs 

cc: Andrea.Ausberry, Office of the Clerk of the Board 
Andrea Ruiz-Esquide, City Attorney's Office 
Jen Lowe, Legislative Aide 

Attachments (one copy of the following): 
Draft Article 10 Landmark Designation Ordinance 
Historic Preservation Commission Resolution Nos. 841, 861 
Planning Department Memo dated April 5, 2016 
Planning Deparfment Case Report dated December 7, 2016 
Article 10 Landmark Designation Report 

www.sfp~~8Xg.org 
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SAN FRANCISGO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Historic Preservation Commission 
Resolution No. 861 

HEARING DATE APRIL 5, 2016 

Case Na. 
Project: 

Staff Contact: 

Reviewed By: 

2016-011052DES 
1970 Ocean Avenue (El Rey Theater) 
Recommendation to Board of Supervisors 
Shannon Ferguson (415) 575-9074 
shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org 
Tim Frye - (415) 575-6822 
tim.frye@sfgov.org 

RESOLUTION TO RECOMMEND TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ARTICLE 10 
LANDMARK DESIGNATION OF 1970 OCEAN AVENUE (AKA EL REY THEATER), 
LOT 018 IN ASSESSOR'S BLOCK 3280, AS LANDMARK NO. XXX 

1. WHEREAS, on August 17, 2016, the Historic Preservation Commission added 1970 Ocean 
Avenue Street (aka El Rey Theater), to the Landmark Designation Work Program; and 

1650 Mission st. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

~eception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
41~.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

2. WHEREAS, Historic Preservation Consultant Christopher VerPlanck, who meets the Secretary of 
Interior's Professional Qualification Standards, prepared the Landmark Designation Report for 
1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater) on behalf of the Art Deco Society of California, which 
was reviewed by Department Staff Shannon Ferguson and Tim Frye, who meet the Secretary of 
Interior's Professional Qualification Standards, for accuracy and conformance with the purposes 
and standards of Article 10; and · 

3. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission, at its regular meeting of January 18, 2016 
reviewed Department staffs analysis of 1970 Ocean Avenue's (aka El Rey Theater) historical 
significance per Article 10 as part of the Landmark Designation Case Report dated D~ember 7, 
2016 and initiated Landmark desjgnation process through Resolution 841; and 

4. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that-the 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 
Theater) nomination is in the form prescribed by the Historic Preservation Commission and 
contains supporting historic, architectural, and/or cultural documentation; and. 

5. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 
Theater) coveys its architectural significance as an embodiment of the distinctive characteristics 
of the Art Deco style and represents the work of master architect Timothy Pflueger; and 

6. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 
Theater) meets two of the Historic Preservation Commission's priorities for designation which 

www.sfplanning.org 
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Resolution No. 861 
April 5, 2017 

Case No. 2016-011052DES 
1970 Ocean Avenue {El Rey Theater), · 

are the designation of underrepresented Landmark property types including landscapes; and 
the designation of buildings iocated in geogi;aphically underrepresented areas; and 

7. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 

Theater) meets the eligibility requirements per Section 1004 of ~e Planning Code and warrants 

consideration for Article 10 landmark designation; and 

8. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that the boundaries and the list of 
exterior and interior character-defining features, as identified in the Landmark Designation 

· Report, should be considered for preservation under the proposed landmark designation as 

they relate to the building's historical significance and retain historical integrity; and 

9. WHEREAS, the proposed designation is consistent with the General Plan priority policies 
pursuant to Planning Code sections 101.1 and 302; and furthers Priority Policy No. 7, which 
states that historic buildings be preserved; and 

10. WHEREAS, the Department has determined that landmark designation is exempt from 

environmental review, pursuantto CEQA Guidelines Section 15308 (Class Eight - Categorical); 

and 

TIIEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends to the 
Board of Supervisors approval of landmark designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue Street (aka El Rey 
Theater), Assessor's Block 3280, Lot 018 pursuant to Article 10 of the Planning Code. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Historic Preservation Commission at .its 
meeting onApril:S, 2017. 

Commission Secretary 

AYES: Hyland, Hasz, Johnck, Johns, Matsuda, Pearlman, Wolfram 

NAYS: None 

ABSENT: None 

ADOPTED: AprilS, 2017 

SAN FR~NCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 2 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Historic Preservation Commission 
Resolution No. 841 

HEARING DATE JANUARY 18, 2017 

RESOLUTION TO INITIATE DESIGNATION OF 1970 OCEAN AVENUE (AKA EL REY 
THEATER), ~OT 018 IN ASSESSOR'S BLOCK 3280, AS ARTICLE 10 LANDMARK. 

1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Receplion: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
1. WH~REAS, the Historic Preservation Commission, at its regular meeting of August 17, 2016,lnformation: 

added 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), J;,ot 018 in Assessor's Block 3280, to the415.558.6377 
Landmark Designation Wor~ Program. 

2. WHEREAS, Historic Preservation Consultant Christopher VerPlanck, who meets the Secretary of. 
Interior's Professional Qualification Standards, prepared the Landmark Designation Report for El 
Rey Theater on behalf of the Art Deco Society of California, which was reviewed by Department 
Staff Shannon Ferguson and Tim Frye, who meet the Secretary of Interior's Professional 
Qualification Standards, for accuracy and conformance with the purposes and standards of Article 
10; and 

3. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission, at its regular meeting of January 18, 2017, 
reviewed Department staff's analysis of 1970 Ocean Avenue's (aka El Rey Theater) historical 
significance per Article 10 as part of the Landmark Designation Case Report dated December 7, 
2016;and 

4. WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey 
Theater) nomination is in the form prescribed by the HPC and contains supporting historic, 
architectural, ~nd/or cultural documentation; and 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby initiates designation 
of 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater), Assessor's Block 3280, Lot 018 as a Landmark. pursuant to 
Article 10 of the Planning Code. 

I here , certify that the foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Historic Preservation Commission at its 

m~~tin., m J1nuary 18, ~017. 

( . ") 
Jo , '. 1 ni 
Commission Secretary 

AYES: 

NAYS: 

ABSENT: 

ADOPTED: 

Wolfram, Hyland, Hasz, Johnck, Matsuda, Pearlman 

None 

Johns 

January 18, 2017 

wwvv.sfplanning.org 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

HEARING DATE: April 5, 2017 

CASE NUMBER: 2016-011052DES 

PROJECT AD_DRESS 1970 Ocean Avenue 

BLOCK/LOT 3280/018 

TO: Historic Preservation Commission 

FROM: Shannon Ferguson 
Preservation Planner, 415-575-9074 

REVIEWED BY: Tim.Frye 
Historic Preservation Officer, 415-575-6822 

RE: Landmark Recommendation Resolution 

On January 18, 2017, the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) adopted Resolution 
No. 841 to initiate Article 10 landmark designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue, known 
historically as the El Rey Theater. Under Article 10, initiation and recommendation are 
two distinct steps of the landmark designation process which require separate hear.in.gs 
and resolutions. 

Attached is a draft Resolution to recommend approval to the Board of Supervisors the 
designation of 1970 Ocean A venue as a San Francisco landmark under Article 10 of the 
Planning Code, Section 1004.l. 1970 Ocean Avenue is significant as one of the only 
remaining movie theaters orig.in.ally designed in the Art Deco style by master architect 
Timothy Pflueger. The property meets two of the Historic Preservation Commission's 
priorities for designation: the designation of underrepresented Landmark property types 
.includ.ing landscapes and the designation of buildings located in · geographically 
underrepresented areas. 

The Plann.ing Department (Department) reco:mmends adopting this Resolution. 

ATTACHMENTS: 
Draft Resolution 
Draft Landmark Designation Report 
Designation Ord.inance 
January 18, 2017 Case Report 
Resolution 841 

www.sfplanning.org 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Landmark Designation 
Case Report 

Hearing Date: 
Case No.: 

December 7, 2016 
2016-011052D.ES 

Project Address: 197.0 Ocean Street 
Zoning: NCT- Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial Transit 
Block/Lot: 3280/018 
Property Owner: Ricci Ventures LLC 

Greenpo:i.nt Land Co. 
1970 Ocean Avenue 

Staff Contact: 

Reviewed By: 

San Francisco, CA 94127 
ShannonFerguson-(415) 575-9074 
shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org 
Tim Frye - ( 415) 575-6822 
tim.frye@sfgov.org · 

PROPERTY D_ESCRIPTION & SURROUNDING LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT 

1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 
San Francrsco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
fnformatron: 
415.558.6377 

1970 Ocean Avenue, historically known as the El Rey Theater (1931); sits on the north side of Ocean 
Avenue between Lakewood Avenue and Fairfield Way. The building occupies approximately 75 percent 
of the rectangular parcel measwing approximately 183 x 192 feet (APN 3280/018). The lot slopes uphill 
toward the north in the direction of Mt. Davidson Manor, a 1920s era streetcar suburb of single family 
dwellings. The El Rey Theater is located near the west end of the Ocean A venue commercial district, 
which is dominated by a combination of older, small-scale commercial ·buildings and much later mixed
use developments containing con:rniercial storefronts on the ground floor and residential units above. To 
the east of the El Rey Theater, on the opposite side of Fairfield Way,. are several one-story commercial 
buildings cons~cted between 1928 and 1939. To the west of the El Rey Theater, on the opposite side of 
Lakewood Avenue, is a one-story strip mall constructed in 1980. On the south side of Ocean Avenue is 
Ingleside Terraces re.sidence park, a streetcar suburbs constructed between the First and Second world 
wars. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The case before the Historic Preservation Commission is the consideration of the initiation of landmark 
designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue, historically known as the El Rey Theater as a San Francisco landmark 
under Article 10 of the Planning Code, Section 1004.1, and recommending the Board of Supervisors 
approve of such designation. 



Landmark Designation hritiation 
December 7, 2016 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW STATUS 

Case Number 2016-0l1052DES 
El Rey Theater, 1970 Ocean Avenue 

The Planning Department has determined that actions by _regulatory agencies for protection of the 
environment (specifically in this case, landmark designation) are exempt from environmental review, 
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15308 (Class Eight - Categorical). 

GENERAL PLAN POLICIES 

The Urban Design Element of the San Francisco General Plan contains the following relevant objectives 
and policies: · 

OBJECTIVE 2: 

POLICY 4: 

Conservation of Resources that provide a sense of nature, continuity with the 
past, and freedom from overcrowding. 

Preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic value, 
and promote the preservation of other buildings and features that provide 
continuity with past development. 

Designating significant historic resources as local landmarks will further continuity with the past because 
the buildings will be preserved for the benefit of future generations. Landmark designation will require 
that the Planning Department and the Historic Preservation Commission review proposed work that may 
have an impact on character-defining features. Both entities will utilize the Secretary of Interior's Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties in their review to ensure that only appropriate, compatible 
alterations are made. 

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING CODE SECTION 101.1- GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Planning Code Section 101.1 - Eight Priority Policies establishes and requires review of permits for 
consistency with said policies. On balance, the proposed designation is consistent with the priority 
policies in that: 

a. The proposed designation will further Priority Policy No. 7, that landmarks and historic 
buildings be preserved. Landmark designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue, historically known as the 
El Rey Theater, · will help to preserve an important historical resource that is architecturally 
significant as one of the only remaining movie theaters originally designed in the Art Deco style 
by master architect Timothy Pflugger. 

BACKGROUND / PREVIOUS ACTIONS 
. . 

The El Rey Theater was added to the Landmark Designation Work Program on August 17, 2016. The 
landmark designation report was prepared by VerPlanck Historic Preservation Consulting at the request 
of the Art Deco Society of California. A final draft of the report was submitted to the Department on 
October 18, 2016. 

OTHER ACTIONS REQUIRED 

If the Historic Preservation Commission adopts a resolution to initiate designation of the subject property 
as an Article 10 landmark at its December 7, 2016 hearing and directs staff to finalize the landmark 
designatioI). report, a second Historic Preservation Commission hearing will be scheduled for the 

SAN fRANOISGO 
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Commission's recommendation of approval of the designation. At the second hearing, if the Historic 
Preservation Commission recommends approval of the designation, its recommendation will be sent by 
the Deparbnent to the Board of Supervisors. The nomination would then be considered at a future Board 
of Supervisors hearing for formal Article 10 landmark designation. 

APPLICABLE PRESERVATION STANDARDS 

ARTICLElO 

Section 1004 of the Planning Code authorizes the landmark designation of an individual structure or 
other feature or an integrated group of structures and features on a single lot or site, having special .. 
character or special historical, architectural or aesthetic interest or value, as a landmark. Section 1004.1 
also outlines that landmark designation may be initiated by the Board of Supervisors or the Historic 
Preservation Commission and the initiation shall include findings in support Section 1004.2 states that 
once initiated, the proposed designation is referred to the Historic Preservation Commission for a report 
and recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to approve, disapprove or modify the proposal. 

Pursuant to Section 1004.3 of the Planning Code, if the Historic Preservation Commission approves the 
designation, a copy of the resolution of approval is transmitted to the Board of Supervisors and without 
referral to the Planning Commission. The Board of Supervisors shall hold a public hearing on the 
designation and may approve, modify or disapprove the designation. 

In the case of the initiation of a historic district, the Historic Preservation Commission shall refer its 
recommendation to the Planning Commission pursuant to Section 1004.2( c). The Planning Commission 
shall have 45 days to provide review and comment on the proposed designation and address the 
consistency of the proposed designation with the General Plan, Section 101.1 priority policies, the City's 
Regional Housing Needs Allocation, and the Sustainable Communities Strategy for the Bay Area. These 
comments shall be sent to the Board of Supervisors in the form of a resolution. 

Section 1004(b) requires that the designating ordinance app~oved by the Board of Supervisors shall 
include the location and boundaries of the landmark site, .a description of the characteristics of the 
· landmark which justify its designation, and a description of the particular features that should be 
preserved. 

Section 1004.4 states that if the Historic Preservation Commission disapproves the proposed designation, 
such action shall be final, except upon the filing of a valid appeal to the Board of Supervisors within 30 
days. 

ARTICLE 10 LANDMARK CRITERIA 

The Historic Preservation Commission on February 4, 2009, by Resolution No. 001, adopted the National 
Register Criteria as its methodology for recommending landmark designation of historic resources. 
Under the National Register Criteria, the quality ·of significance in American history, architecture, 
archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that 
possess integrity of location, design, setting, feeling, materials, workmanship, and association, and that 
are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our histo.ry; 
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or that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or that embody the distinctive 
characteristics qf a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that 
possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may, 
lack individu~ di~tinction; or properties that have yielded, or may likely yield, information important in 
prehistory or history . 

. PUBLIC / NEIGHBORHOOD INPUT 

There is no known public or neighborhood opposition to designation of 1970 Ocean Avenue as an Article 
10 landmark. The Department will provide any public correspondence received after the submittal of this 
report in the Historic Preservation Commission's correspondence folder. 

PROPERTY OWNER INPUT 

~-' .. ', 

Staff met with the property owners on October 18, 2016 and shared the landmark designation report with · 
them. A site visit was conducted on November 18, 2016 with the property owners present at the meeting. 

STAFF ANALYSIS 

The case report and following analysis was prepared by Department staff. The Department has 
determined that the subject property meets the requirements for Article 10 eligibility as an individual 
landmark. The justification for its inclusion. is outlined below under the Significance and Integrity 
sections of this case report. · 

The subject building appears to meet two the Historic Preservation Commission's priorities for 
designation which are: 

1. The designati.on of underrepresented Landmark property types including landscapes 
There are five landmarked movie theater buildings built during the same time period as the El 
Rey Theater (1931). They are Alhambra Theater (2320 Polk Street, 1926, Moorish Revival style, 
Landmark No. 217), Castro Theater (429 Castro Street, 1922, Beaux-Arts style, Landmark No. 
100), El Capitan Theater (2353 Mission Street, 1928, Mexican Baroque, Landmark No. 214), Metro 
Theater (2055 Union, 1924, Spanish Colonial Revival/Art Deco remodel in 1941, Landmark No. 
261), and New Mission Theater. (2550 Mission Street, 1916, Beaux-Arts/Art Deco exterior remodel 
1932, Landmark No. 245}. The Castro, Alhambra, and New Mission Theaters were also designed 
by Timothy Pflueger. However, the El Rey is the only theater in San Francisco by Pflueger 
originally designed in the Art Deco style. 

2. The designati.on of buildings of Modern design 
The subject building is not a Modem style building; rather it is an Art Deco style building. 

3. The designation of buildings located in geographically underrepresented areas 
There is only one other existing landmark located nearby at 90 Cedro Avenue. It is Landmark No. 
213, the Joseph Leonard/Cecil F. Pool House, a single family Craftsman style hoine constructed 
by builder Joseph A. Leonard in 1911 and later occupied by Judge Cecil F. Poole, the first non
white property _owner in Ingleside Terrace. As an Art Deco style movie theater building, 1970 · 
Ocean Avenue is a very different property type from 90 Cedro Avenue. 
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4. The designation of properties with strong cultural or ethnic associations. 
The subject build.mg does not appear to have specific cultural or ethnic associations. 

SIGNIFICANCE 
Significant architecture . 

. The El Rey Theater is architecturally significant as one of the only remaining movie theaters originally 
designed in the Art Deco style by master architect Timothy Pflugger. 

The Art Deco style emerged on the world stage at the 1925 Exposition des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels 
Modernes in Paris. Art Deco style wa~ inspired by a variety of sources, in particular the ancient ziggurat
building cultures of the pre-Islamic Middle East, includmg Assyria, Babylon, and Persia. Signature details 
of the style included geometric shapes, includmg chevrons, zig-zags, diagonal rays, stylized papyrus 
leaves, pulvinated moldmgs, and horizontal "speed lines" The Art Deco style evolved in a different 
direction in California than it did in Europe or on the East Coast. In California, architects and designers 
relied on the pre-Columbian architecture of Mexico and Central America instead of Middle Eastern or 
African sources. With its stepped, soaring tower, horizontal speedlines at the parapet, and Mayan 
inspired entrance grille and metal and· cast plaster interior ornament, it embodies the distinctive 
characteristics of the Art Deco style. 

The build.mg is also significant for its association with master architect Timothy PtJ.ueger, one of San 
Francisco's top architects of the twentieth century and the lead.mg practitioner of the "Mayan Deco" style 
in Northern California. Pfluegar defied the dominant conservative aesthetic of the Ecole de Beaux Arts by 
embracing a daring modernist aesthetic all his own, an aesthetic that relied in part on exotic architectural 
. styles, in. particular Mayan, Aztec, and other Meso-American traditions. He also embraced technology 
. and modern materials and used them to make his buildmgs seem more richly appointed than they 
actually were. Pflueger is best known for his theater designs, including the Castro (1922), Alhambra 
(1926), and New Mission (1932) theaters in San Francisco; the Paramount Theater(l931) in Oakland; and 
the Alameda Theater (1932) in Alameda. Other notable designs by Pflueger include the Pacific Telephone 
& Telegraph Build.mg (1925), Medical-Dental Build.mg (1929), and San Francisco Stock Exchange (1930). 
Pflueger also designed Roosevelt Junior High School (1930) and George Washington High School (1936). 

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 
The El Rey Theater has a period of significance of 1931, the year it was completed. 

INTEGRITY 
Despite alterations to the storefronts and main entrance, the El Rey Theater retains sufficient.integrity of 
location, design, materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and association to convey its significance. 

CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES 
Whenever a build.mg, site, object, or landscape is under consideration for Article 10 landmark 
designation, the Historic Preservation Commission is required to identify character-defining features of 
the property. This is done to enable owners and the public to understand which elements are considered 
most important to preserve the historical and architectural character of the proposed landmark 
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As described in the Landmark Designation Report, the following is a list of exterior and interior character 
defining features of the El Rey Theater. 

The character-defining exterior features of the building are identified as all exterior elevations, including 
but not limited to form, massing, structure, architectural ornament, and materials. In the case of the 

former Ei Rey Theater, its character-defining features are: 
• The building's T-shaped footprint and four-part massing and volume consisting of the central 

gable-roofed theater, 146' -9" -high tower, and two flanking one-story retail wings. 
• The building's primary fac;:ade £acing Ocean A venue, including its cement stucco finish, cast

concrete grille, incised speed lines, zig-zag ornament, raised parapet (retail wings only), gable 

outlined with red clay tile (theater volume), and pylon-capped tower. 
• East and west (secondary) fac;:ades, including their general massing and articulation with deeply 

recessed ''blind" openings, and painted board-formed concrete walls·. The windows on the west 
w~ of the west retail wing are also character-defining, though they are missing their original 

metal screens. 
• The tower, including its height, massing, and surviving cast cement ornament. 
• The building's combination gable (theater volume) and flat (retail wings and stage area) roof. 

At the time of designation, non-character-defining exterior features include all post-1931 alterations, 

including the folded-plate canopy, all storefronts, and infilled fenestration on the south and east fac;:ades. 
None of these features has gained significance in their own right. 

The character-defining features of the interior of the former El Rey Theater include: 
• Mail:{ lobby, auditorium, balcony, stairs, and mezzanine volumes, 
• All extant sheet metal and cast-plaster Art Deco ornament in the lobby, auditorium, balcony, and 

mezzanine. 
• _ All extant doors, hardware, and light fixtures in the lobby, auditorium, balcony, and mezzanine. 

• Potentially extant murals at auditorium ceiling and mezzanine as shown in historic photographs 
but currently overpainted. 

At the time of designation, non-character-defining interior features include all spaces affected by 
extensive post-1931 alterations, including the remodeled bathrooms and, interior of retail stores, and all 

utilitarian interior spaces, including the basement, tower, backstage area, former projection room, offices, 
and storage. 

INTERIOR LANDMARK DESIGNATION 

According to Article 10, Section 1004(c) of the Planning Code, only those interiors that were historically 

publicly accessible are eligible for listing in Article 10. Article 10, Section l004(c) of the Planning Code 
states, 

(c) The property included in any such designation shall upon designation be subject to the controls and' 
standards set forth in this Article 10. In addition, the said property shall be subject to the following 
further controls and standards if imposed by the designating ordinance: 
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(1) For a publicly-owned landmark,.review of proposed changes to significant interior architectural 
features. 

(2) For a privaJely-owned landmark, review of proposed changes requiring a permit to significant 
interior architectural features in those areas of the landmark that are or historically have been 
accessible to members of the public. The designating ordinance must clearly describe each 
significant interior architectural feature subjed: to this restriction. 

The interior of the lobby and auditorium was historically publically accessible to the public; therefore it is 
eligible for protection under Article 10 of the Planning Code. 

BOUNDARIES OF THE LANDMARK SITE 

The boundaries of the landmark site encompass all of and are limited to lot 018 in Assessor's Block 3280. 

PLANNING DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the Department's analysis, the El Rey Theater is individually eligible for Article 10 Landmark 
designation as it is embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of cm;IBtruction; 
and was designed by a master architect. The El Rey Theater is architecturally significant as one of the only 
remaining movie theaters originally designed in the Art Deco style by master architect Timothy Pflugger. 
Designation of the El Rey _Theater also appears to meet two of four of the Historic Preservation 
Commission's priorities for designation. Staff recommends approval of the proposed landmark 
designation of the El Rey Theater. 

The Historic Preservation Commission may recommend approval, disapproval, . or approval with 
modifications of the proposed designation of 1970 Ocean A venue as a San Francisco landmark under . 

·' Article 10 of the Plq!l]Uilg Code to the Board of Supervisors pursuant to Planning Code Section 1004.1. If 
the Historic Preservation Commission approves the designation, a copy of the motion of approval is 
transmitted to the Board of Supervisors, which holds a public hearing on the designation and may 
approve, modify or disapprove the designation (Section 1004.4). If the Historic Preservation Commission 
disapproves the proposed designation, s~ch action shall be final, except upon the filing of a valid appeal 
to the Board of Supervisors within 30 days (Section 1004.5). 

ATTACHMENTS 

A Draft Landmark Designation Report 
B. Draft Motion initiating designation 
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El Rey Theater 

1970 Ocean Avenue 

Built: 1931 
Architect: Miller & Pflueger 

OVERVIEW 
The former El Rey Theater, located at 1970 Ocean Avenue, is individually eligible for Article 10 Landmark 

designation as a 1930s-era neighborhood theater that embodies the distinctive characteristics of its type, period, and 

method of construction. Designed in the Art Deco .style by master architect Timothy Pflueger, and built in 1931 by. 

San Francisco movie theater impresario Samuel.H. Levin, the· 1,800-seat El Rey Theater is one of San Francisco's only 

Art Deco movie theaters and the biggest in the West of Twin Peaks area. The stepped, 150-foot tower, originally 

capped by an aircraft beacon, soars above the low~rise development that characterizes much of the surrounding 

Oceanview/Merced Heights/Ingleside (O:MI) district. Named El Rey- "The King" in Spanish - the former theater, 

which has been iri. use as a church since 1978, continues to be the neighborhood's foremost visual landmark. Timothy 

Pflueger, the architect of El Rey, is one of San Francisco's top architects of the_ twentieth·century and the leading 

practitioner of the "Mayan Deco" style in Northern California. His firm designed and remodeled approximately 10 

movie theaters in Northern California between 1922 and 1933, including the Castro, Alhambra, Royal, El Rey, and 

New Missio1;1 Theaters in San Francisco. El Rey is one of only three in the city that retains its original Pflueger

designed auditorium - the others being the Castro and the Alhambra. Built to serve the new residence parks and 

streetcar suburbs of the fast-growing West of Twin Peaks area, El Rey was perhaps the grandest of all the. so-called 

"neighborhood the~ters" that proliferated along major commercial corridors in the city's outlying neighborhoods 

between the First and Second World Wars. 
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

Context 

The former -El Rey Theater occupies 

approximately 75 percent of its rectangular 

parcel measuring approximately 183 x.192 

feet (APN 3280/018). The property is 

located near the west end of the Ocean 

Avenue commercial district, which extends 

from Phelan Avenue on the east to Manor 

Drive on the west. The property slopes 

uphill toward the north, in the direction of 

Mt. Davidson, San Francisco's highest 

peak. The former El Rey Theater is one of a 

handful of non-commercial properties in 

Mt. Davidson Manor, a 1920s-era streetcar 

Figure 1. Houses along Fairfield Way, looking southeast. 

. Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

suburb/residence park bounded by Ocean Avenue to the south, the properties on the east side of Keystone Way to 

the east, lv.fonterey Boulevard to the north, and the properties on the west side of Westgate Drive to the west. To the 

north of the former El Rey Theater are .the winding residential streets of Mt. Davidson Manor, which are lined by 

dozens of largely identical single-family dwellings built between 1926 and 1930 - most of which are designed in the 

Mediterranean style (Figure 1). 

The Ocean A venue commercial district is 

dominated by a combination of older, ----

small-scale commercial buildings 

commonly known as ''taxpayer blocks" -

and much later, mixed-use developments 

containing commercial storefronts on the 

ground floor and resi~ential units above. 

To the east of the former El Rey Theater, 

on the opposite side of Fairfield Way, are 

several one-story commercial buildings 

constructed between 1928 and 1939 

(Figure 2). Most of these buildings are of a 

Figure 2. Commercial buildings located on Ocean Avenue east of Fairfield 

Way. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

non-descript appearance, though there is a notable "Storybook" style commercial building located at 1938-40 Ocean 
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A venue. To the west of the former El Rey Theater, on ihe opposite side of Lakewood A venue, is a one-story strip mall 

constructed in 1980 (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Strip mall on Ocean Avenue west of Lakewood Avenue. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

with the name of the subdivision (Figure 4). ~- .. ....,.__,_. .. -....... ·~--. ...___.._ ________ ,, 

.. ---·-------

To the south of the former El Rey 

Theater, on the opposite side of Ocean 

A venue, is the Victoria Street entrance 

to the Ingleside Terraces residence 

park, one of the most fully developed 

streetcar suburbs constructed in the 

West of Twin Peaks area between the 

First and Second world wars. The 

entrance is marked by two pairs of 

rusticated concrete pylons emblazoned 

Figure 4. Victoria Street entrance to !ngleside Terraces, looking south • . 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

Exterior Description 

The former El Rey Theater is two-story, steel-frame, reinforced-concrete, combination retail and assembly building 

containing a movie theater - most recently used as a church - and two retail wings containing what were originally 

eight commercial storefronts (Figure 5). Built in 1931, the approximately 35,209-square-foot building has a small 

basement containing mechanical equipment and a partial mezzanine containing what was originally a lounge and a 

massive balcony. The building's most notable element is its 146' 9"-high tower. The pylon-like concrete tower 

structure had (and has) no practical function other than advertising the theater to the thousands of local residents 
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who could see it from their homes and provicling a backdrop for the neon signage that was originally affixed to its 

east and west walls. AB previously mentioned, the tow~r was originally capped by a beacon that helped guide 

aircraft into Mill!, Field, now SFO. Befitting its original use, the exterio'r of the builcling is almost entirely windowless, 

with its north, east, and west fac;:ades articulated only with recessed niches, or "blind" windows. 'The primary fac;:ade, 

which faces Ocean Avenue, originally had more windows, inducting above the original storefronts. The storefronts, 

as was common for most commercial builclings of the time, were incrementally remodeled and replaced to keep pace 

with changing fashions and new tenants; today nothing remains of the original storefronts. The interior of the former 

El Rey Theater is largely (and remarkably) original, retaining its original floor plan and the majority of its original 

materials and decorative finishes. 

, 

Figure 5. Overall view of 1:1 Rey Theater, looking east along Ocean Avenue. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

South Fai;;ade 

The south (primary) fac;:ade of the former El Rey Theater faces Ocean Avenue, a four-lane artery carrying both 

vehicular and light rail traffic. This fa<;ade is massed as four primary volumes, with the gable-roofed theater lobby at 

the center, flanked by two flat-roofed retail wings to the east (right) and to the west (left). The central gable-roofed 

volume steps up to a larg~r gable-roofed volume behind it - where the auditorium is located. :ro the right of the 

gable-roofed volume, the square tower rises almost 150 feet into the sky. Aside for an Art Deco concrete grille at the 

center of the primary fac;:ade, as well as some incised zig-zag and sp·eed-line moldings on the building's parapets and 
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chimneys, the primary fa~de of the former El Rey Theater has little applied ornamentation, relying instead on its 

size and picturesque massing for visual interest 

(Figure 6). 

Beginning at the west end of the primary fa\;ade, 

near Lakewood Avenue, is the flat-roofed west 

retail wing, which until 1977 contained a grocery 

store. Made of bo~d-formed concrete finished in 

cement plaster, the south fa\;ade of the west retail 

wing has a recessed entrance (1990 Ocean Avenue) 

containing a non-historic wood-panel door. To the 

right of the entrance is a band of painted steel 

industrial windows added in 1979. Below the 

windows is a bulkhead clad in imitation fieldstone, 

also added in 1979. Another entrance (1982 Ocean 

A venue) is located toward the right side of the west 

retail wing. This entrance contains a pair of non

historic wood-panel doors added ca. 1979. Above 

the storefronts is a folded-plate canopy added in 

the early 1960s (Figure 7). Above the canopy, the 

upper section of the retail wing was originally 

fenestrated with a row of six wood hopper-sash 

windows enclosed behind decorative metal grilles; 

these ·were removed in the early 1960s. The west 

retail. wing terminates with a plain stucco frieze 

and a parapet ornamented by a single horizontal 

speed-line. 

The center section of the primary ·fa\;ade, which 

corresponds to the main lobby, comprises a gable

roofed volume punctuated by a decorative concrete 

grille depicting an Art Deco geometric pattern 

(Figure 8). The ground floor has a recessed entry 

vestibule with a floor finished in marble, added 

1993, and walls clad in imitation fieldstone, added 

Figure 6. Priiriary fa!;ade of El Rey Theater, lookir:ig west. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

Figure 7. South wall of west retail wing, looking north. 
Source: Christopher VerPlanck 
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in 1979. The metal doors accessing the lobby were added ca. 1960. Above the entrance is a projecting canopy, which 

shares the overall shape of i:he original marquee, though it appears to have bee:t;1. covered infabric or some other 

lightweight material. The vestibule is flanked by two non-historic storefronts added in 1979 (1976 and 1968 Ocean 

Avenue); they, like the rest of the remaining storefronts, have bulkheads clad in imitation fieldstone! painted metal 

industrial windows and wood-panel doors (Figure 9). The central volume, which steps outward a few inches to 
. . 

either side of the grille, concludes with a blank frieze and a raking cornice outlined with red clay.tiles. A chimney, 

which rises above the gable-roofed volume at the left side, terminates with a band of incised zig-zag ornament 

Figure 8. Concrete grille above main entrance. Figure 9. Main entrance and canopy. 

Source: Christopher VerPlailck 

To the right of the main entrance is the tower. The tower, which rises 146' 

9" above the surrounding landscape, is, like the rest of the south faQide, 

made of concrete finished in cement plaster (Figure 10). Windowless, 

each of the tower's four facets is articulated by a vertical band of molded 

cement plaster. Painted a contrasting color, these bands, in combination 

with horizontal speed lines at the 103' datum line, form large crosses. 

These vertical b~ds continue above the intermediate parapet at the 103' 

datum line. At this point, the tower walls step in to form a decorative 

pylon/lantern, revealing four outdoor roof decks at each corner. Metal 

doors on the exterior ·of the tow:er provide access to these decks. The 

decks originally served as platforms for painted sheet metal ornaments, 

which were removed at an unknown date. The lantern, which forms the 

uppermost part of the tower, is composed of a series of stepped volumes 

with curved "shoulders" that converge as a single pylon at the apex of 

the tower.· 

2927 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

Figure 10. Tower. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 
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To the right of the tower is the east retail wing. This flat-roofed section, 

which matches the west retail wing in regard to height, massing, and 

materials, originally contained four narrow storefronts, which were over 

time consolidated into two storefronts (1950 and 1966 Ocean Avenue). 

Like the west retail wing, the east retail wing has cement plaster-finished 

walls, a folded-plate canopy, and non-historic storefronts added in 1979 

(Figure 11). Similar to the west retail wing, the east retail wing originally 

featured a band of six rectangular windows protected behind decorative 

grilles. These were removed ca. 1960 when the canopy was built.. 
Figure 11. Eas.t retail wing, looking west. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

EastFat;;ade 

The east fac;:ade of the former El Rey Theater is divided into two parts: the east wall of the east retail wing and the 

. east wall of the theater· auditorium. The east wall of the east retail wing is finished in cement plaster and ornamented 

solely by an incised speed line extending along the parapet (Figure 12). Origmally articulated by a band of eight 

hopper-sash wood windows separated by pilasters capped by horizontal speed lines, only two windows remain 

. today. The rest of the windows were encased_ within wood framing and stucco ca. 1960. A non-historic door 

protected behind a steel security gate is located toward the north end of the east retail wing. The east wall of the 

auditorium, which is set back about 40 feet from the sidewalk along Fairfield Avenue, is made of painted board

formed concrete (Figure 13). It faces an asphalt-paved parking lot_ enclosed within a chain-link fence. Articulated by 

nine niches, or ''blind" window openings, at the basement and first floor levels, the east wall of the auditorium 

curves inward toward the north end of the building, giving this otherwise utilitarian fa<;;ade a feeling of dynamism 

and movement characteristic of the Art Deco style. 

Figure 12. East wall of east retail wing, looking 

southwest. Source: Christopher VerP_lanck 

Figure 13. East wall of auditorium, looking southwest • 

. Source: Christopher VerPlanck 
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North Fa~ade 

The north (rear) fa<;ade of the former El Rey Theater is composed of three parts: the rear walls of the east and west 

retail wings and the rear wall of the auditorium. Not visible from Ocean Avenue, the north fa~ade was originally 

(and remains) entirely utilitarian in character. The north wall of the east retail wing is unchanged from its ()riginal 

design, with an expanse of board-formed concrete punctuated by four large, steel-industrial sash windows (Figure 

14). The parapet feahrres an incised speed line matching the primary fai;ade. The north wall of the aud.J.torium abuts 

the adjoiIµng properties in Mt. Davidson Manor, with the result that only a small portion of it is visible from public 

streets. The visible portion is a windowless expanse of painted, board-formed concrete. The north wall of the west 

retail wing is virtually identical to its cqunterpart on the east side of the building; it is an expanse of board-formed 

concrete punctuated by a band of four steel industrial windows (Figure 15). 

Figure 14. North wall of east retail wing, looking south. 

Source: Ch-;istopher VerPlanck 

WestFa~ade 

Figure 15. North wall of west retail wing, looking south. 

· Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

The west fat;ade of the former El Rey Theater. faces Lakewood Avenue. Like the east fa<;ade, it is composed of two 

sections: the west retail wing and the.auditorium. The west wall of the auditorium is an expanse of painted, board

formed concrete articulated by nine bays of ''blind'' windows at the basement and first floor levels (Figure 16). Miller 

& Pflueger' s decision to articulate the otherwise windowless walls of the auditorium in this mannJr may have been a. 

concession to adjoining residential neighbors; nonetheless, it is unusual to see any ·significant attention paid to the 

otherwise utilitarian rear and side elevations of most movie theaters from this era. The west wall of the auditorium 

faces an ·asphalt-paved parking lot that is enclosed within a chain-link fence. Meanwhile, the west wall of the west 

retail wing, which adjoins the sidewalk along Lakewood A venue, is concrete finished in cement plaster and 

articulated by a band of nine wood, hopper-sash windows separated by pilasters capped by horizontal speed lines 

(Figure 17). Like 'the rest of the publicly visible fa~ades, the west wall of the west retail wing is capped by an incised 

horizontal speed line. 
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?~-~ 
· Figure 16. West wall of auditorium, looking southeast. Figure 17. West wall of west retail wing, looking south. 

Source: Christopher VerPlanck Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

Interior 

The interior of fue former El Rey Theater still retains fue bulk of its original materials and features, as well as its 

original floor plan. The building has a very small basement level containing a storeroom, boile~ room, and 

mechanical room. The fust-floor level, which occupies the entire footprint of the building, contains fue lobby, 

auditorium, men's and women's restrooms, an office, and the retail stores fuat were gradually consolidated into four 

storefronts, and fuen converted into classrooms and offices by fue Voice of Pentecost Church that has occupied the 

building since 1977. The mezzanine occupies a portion of the building's footprint above fue lobby; this area contains 

men's and women's restro.oms and a lounge. Above the mezzanine is the balcony level, which originally contained 

the projection room, generator room, fan room, as well as the auditorium's large balcony. The fan room on the 

balcony level is located in the tower, and above it are five additional floor levels reached by a steep metal ladder. No 

functions are assigned to these rooms on the original plans, suggesting that they were not used. 

The interior photographs provided in this nomination were taken by Tom Paiva 2006-07 for Therese Poletti's book, 

Art Deco San Francisco: The Architecture of Timothy Pflueger (Figures 18-24).1 The photos show the appearance of the 

lobby, auditorium, and bathroom- the vast majority of the building's interior - at that time. They do not show the 
t: 

basement or any of the other back-of-house spaces, which contain no character-defining features or materials. The 

author of this report was able to view the publicly accessible portions of the interior of the building while it was open· 

to the public as a polling place in June 2016. He was able to confirm fuat the photographs below accurately depict 

interior conditions. 

1 The author requested official permission to survey the interior of the former El Rey Theater, but the building's tenant did not respond to 
repeated verbal or written requests. 
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Figure 18. Main Lobby, looking west. 

Source: Tom Paiva 

The publicly accessible areas of the former El Rey Theater demonstrate a remarkable degree of integrity, with the 

majority of the original plaster wall surfaces and ornament remaining throughout the lobby and the auditorium. The 

ornamental detailing, including the pulvinated door surrounds, pilasters and capitals, friezes, ceilings, and 

cartouches and plaster moldings are still extant and in good condition, though there are areas where the plaster 

ceiling has failed, likely due to water intrusion. The original seating in the auditorium and the balcony has been 

removed, though the tiered flooring is still extant Though we were unable to view the basement or the ;mezzanine, a 

visual inspection of the restrooms and the storefronts along Ocean A venue reveal greater changes than to the public 

areas such as the lobby and the auditorium. The restrooms on the first floor retain their original marble partitions but 

have been otherwise altered with 1990s-era tile flooring, wainscoting, contemporary cabinetry, and fixtures. 

Likewise, the storefront interiors along Ocean Avenue have all been rebuilt/refinished after 1977. 

Historic photographs taken of the interior of El Rey Theater indicate that there were several murals or frescoes, 

including ceiling murals in the auditorium and at least one mural in the mezzanine. These murals were probably 

painted over by the building's· current occupant, or· possibly earlier. Testing by a qualified art conservator would be 

required to determine whether the murals still exist and what would be necessary to restore them. 
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Figure 19. Detail of plasterwork in the lobby. Figure 20. Original signage in lobby. 

Source: Tom Paiva Source: Tom Paiva 

Figure 21. Overall view of the auditorium, looking north from the balcony. 

Source: Tom Paiva 
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Figure 22. Detail of Auditorium walls and ceiling, looking 
east 

Source: Tom Paiva 
Source: Tom Paiva 

Figure 24. Sheet metal light fixture on ceiling of auditorium, looking north. 

Source: Tom Paiva 
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HISTORIC CONTEXTS 

Construction History: 1928-1931 

The construction of El Rey Theater was extensively covered by the local press, in both newspapers and local design 

and building journals. San Francisco neighborhood theater impresario Samuel H. Levin's San Francisco Theatres, Inc. 

developed El Rey Theater on five vacant lots Levin had purchased from Fernando Nelson & Sons, the developer of 

Mt. Davidson Manor, on April 17, 1928. Levin, who already operated the (old) BaThoa Theater on Ocean Avenue, did 

not immediately plan to construct a theater on the property, instead banking the land for futur~ development. In 

1928, shortly after acquiring the land, Levin sold three of the six theaters he owned in San Francisco's Richmond 

District, including the Coliseum, Alexandria, and New BaThoa Theaters. Pocketing more than one million dollars, 

Levin invested some of the profits in building a northern California theater "circuit" 

In early 1930, Samuel Levin hired the prominent architectural firm of Miller & Pflueger to draw up plans for a large 

neighborhood theater and retail store complex on Ocean Avenue, between Lakewood Avenue and ~airfield Way. The 

announcement in the July 12, 1930 edition of Building & Engineer mentioned that the $250,000 complex would be a 

steel-frame, reinforced-concrete building containing a 1,800-seat theater and six or eight stores along the 182 feet of 

frontage on Ocean Avenue.2 Levin, who was also a real estate deyeloper, usually included a retail component with 

his neighborhood theaters, which were always built on transit corridors in growing residential neighborhoods. Miller 

& Pflueger solicited construction bids in September 1930. By the fall of 1930, the grading contract went to Sibley 

Grading and Teaming of San Francisco and the construction contract to H. L. Peterson of San Francisco. 

Subsequently, Golden Gate Iron Works won the contract to supply the structural steel. Grading got underway in the 

fall of 1930.3 By the er:td of November, additional contracts had been awarded to various subcontractors, including 

Malott & Peter~on (tile and composition roofing), Aetna Sheet ME:tal Works (Sheet Metal), Progress Glass Co. (glass, 

glazing, and copper windows), Michel & Pfeffer (ornamental iron and steel sash), Sunset Lumber Co. (millwork), 

Wm. J. Forster Co. (plumbing), ConcretE; Erigineering Co. (rebar, _wire mesh, and joist pans), Christensen Lumber Co. 

(lumber), and Golden Gate Atlas Materials Inc. ( concrete).4 

Construction of El Rey Theater began in early 1931, continuing through the spring, summer, and fall of 1931. Articles 

published in San Francisco's four major dailies - the San Francisco Chronicle, the San Francisco Examiner, The Call

Bulletin and the San Francisco News - stoked interest in the upcoming opening of a major new movie theater in San 

Francisco's growing West cif Twin Peaks district. Described as "San Francisco's Theater Modeme" in an article in the 

November 12, 1931 edition of the San Francisco Examiner, the building gained attention both for its "modernistic 

design and its colossal size." The article goes on to describe El Rey 'fl:eater: 

2 "Theatres," Building & Engineering (July 12, 1930), 14. 
3 "Theatres," Building & Engineering {November 8, 1930), 17. 
4 "Theatres," Building & E.ngineering {November 29, 1930), 18. 
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Modernistic throughout, El Rey yet maintains dignity of design due to its simplicity and splendid proportions. 
Its tower stands sentinel-like in the midst of a new business block surrounding the theater. This tower is 
destined to become a landmark by day and beacon star by night. It is surmounted by an officially recognized 
revolving airplane beacon and directional light pointing to San Francisco Airport at Mills Field, fifteen miles 
southeast. 5 

The article continues on to describe El Rey as being representative of "the type of metropolitan theater which graces 

the outlying districts in such larger cities as New York and Chicago," meaning that it was essentially a downtown 

"movie palace" built in a suburban location. 

El Rey Theater opened as scheduled on November 14, 193i. Costing $500,000 to build and outfit- twice as much as 

originally estimated - ~tides touted the theater's "unmatched beauty," "luxurious comfort," and "modercistic 

design." The program for opening night included a screening of The Smiling Lieutenant, starring Maurice Chevalier, as 

well as several other short features.6 Many articles mentioned that El Rey Theater was the first major movie theater 

constructed West of Twin Peaks, where several new residence parks were then under construction on the south and 

west slopes of Mt. Davidson, including St. Francis Wood, Ingleside Terraces, Balboa Terrace, Mt. Davidson Manor, 

Merced Manor, and several other middle-class and upper-income stre~tcar suburbs.7 

On opening night, the San Francisco Examiner published a lengthy article on El Rey Theater. The article mentioned 

that the half-million-dollar theater "is destined to take a high place among San Francisco! s most important theaters .. 

. by offering a theater worthy of a down town location, though it is located in a residential district"8 The article 

provided an extensive description of "San, Francisco's largest neighborhood theater." 

With its gay trimming of Neon green and red lights which outline the lofty tower, El Rey has the appearance of 
being the first 1931 outdoor Orristmas tree in the West.of Twin Peaks region. Topped by the giant, flaring 
beacon, its architectural details bathed by floodlights and illuminated throughout in brilllant fashion, El Rey 
will add new beauty to San Francisco's night line of skyscrapers.9 

5 "Cheval!er opens El Rey Saturday," San Francisco Examiner (November 12, 1931), 13. 
6 "Cheval!er Film to Open El Rey," San Francisco News (November 13, 1931), 15. 
7 "El Rey Opens Tonight," San Francisco Examiner (November 14, 1931), 8. 
• "El Rey, New West of Twin Peaks Theater," San Francisco Examiner (November 14, 1931), 6. 
9 Ibid. 
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The article then provides an extensive description 
" - . . . 

of the theater's technology; . including its ~£~t4~~~~~-;J!ql;;.)o,~ ... 

"automatic" heating and ventilation system, 

uniform indirect lighting, costly sound system, 

large screen, and "richly toned" interior 

"The King" of Theatres 
A New Monarch 

In the New Show World! 

THIS HALF-ll•;ILLibN DOLLAR ,lrnclute 
follow, the new trorid 1h·rouchout the United States by 
offering a theatre wqrthy of ·Market street. localed in a 
large rcsiclcntial disiricl. · 

In surroundin~s of unmatd,ed beauty and the utmost 
in luxuriou$ comfort, golden hours of cn!crtaiumcnt will 
be provided. !§· §§

3
5§§§ 

Opening With 

MAURICE CHEV ALIER 
"The Smiling Lieutenant" ,1 

appointments, including a "gallery of mirrors" 

extending the height of the side walls, and 

"luxurious smoking rooms and cosmetic salons 

and other conveniences for modem patrons of 

fastidious temperament."10 Advertisements in the 

local newspapers contain several idealized 

renderings of El Rey Theater on opening night 

(Figure 25). These renderings illustr~te the same 

building that sta!).ds today, minus its signage, 

storefronts, and some ornament. Th~ renderings 

indicate that the west retail wing was occupied by 

El Rey Food Shop, a supermarket, and the east 

retail wing housed a pharmacy called El Rey 

Drugstore. 

Other articles accompanying the feature on the 

opening of El Rey Theater in the San Francisco 

Examiner touted the growth of Ocean A venue 

from a country lane into a busy commercial 

artery, with new businesses opening nearly every 

.month to meet the needs of the fast-growing 

~ I ' 

••' .• I 

Figure 25. Rendering of El Rey Theater. 

Source: San Francisco Examiner (November 14, 1931) 

population West of Twin Peaks.11 The Ocean Avenue Commercial Club and the West of Twin Peaks Boosters' Club 

took out several advertisements welcoming El Rey to the neighborhood. As stated in the ads, the opening of El Rey 

Theater marked the emergence of Ocean A venue from relative obscurity into a thriving neighborhood commercial 

district serving the West of Twin Peaks area 

10 Ibid. 
11 "Twin Peaks Tunnel Builds up District," San Francisco Chronicle (November 14, 1931), 6. 
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Alteration History: 1956-2006 

Permit History12 

The earliest alteration permit application for the former El Rey Theater, which dates to May 1956, entailed the 

replacement of the neon signage on the west side of the tower. The applicant was United California Theatres. One 

month later, in June 1956, the same applicant applied for a permit to repair fire damage in the rear of the coffee shop 

at 19(i2 Ocean A venue. In September 1961, Western Theatrical Co. applied for a permit to remove a canopy above the 

storefront at 1950 Ocean Avenue. Nine years later, United Artists Theatre Circuit applied for a permit to remove the 

internal partition separating the storefronts at 1950 and 1962 Oce~ Avenue and to complete other interior work for a 

new retail tenant, The Gap, Inc. In July 1969, Donald Fisher, the proprietor of Gap, Inc., applied for a permit to install 

dressing rooms and enclose the windows along the east side of the east retail wing. 

After buying the property in 1977, Voice of Pentecost (now A Place to Meet Jesus) began making a series of changes 

to the former theater to convert it into a church. Initially, Voice of Pentecost confined its work to the storefronts and 

other parts of the primary fac;ade but it gradually expanded its focus to the interior of the theater and the adjoining 

storefronts. The following permitted changes are presented below in chronological orde~: 

• In February 1978, Voice of Pentecost applied for a permit to remove the screen and remodel the 
backstage area. 

• In August 1978, Voice of Pentecost applied for a permit to complete mechanical, plumbing, and 
electrical work and convert the former supermarket space at 1990 Ocean Avenue into a Sunday 
school This work resulted in the removal of the original storefronts on the west retail wing: 

• In January 1979, Voice of Pentecost applied for a permit to apply imitation stone to the storefronts 
along Ocean Avenue. 

• In June 1988, Voice of Pentecost applied for a permit to construct a small enclosure within the 
sanctuary for the "reduction of noise from infants." 

• In March 1993, Voice of Pentecost applied for a permit to resurface the floor beneath the marquee 
in marble and perform miscellaneous dry-rot repairs within the interior. 

• In August 1993, Voice of Pentecost applied for a permit to perform about $40,000 of interior work, 
including removing dropped T-bar ceilings, re-carpeting the interior, replacing drinking fountains, 
and remodeling the bathrooms. 

• In February 1994, the church applied for a permit to reinforce the building's parapets in compliance 
with the City's parapet strengthening ordinance. 

12 All building permit applications for the El Rey Theater are archived at the Records Management Division of the Department of Building 
Inspection. We searched for permits for all known addresses of the property, including 1950-52, 1958-62, 1966, 1968, 1970, 1976, 1982, and 
1990 Ocean Avenue. The applications are attached within the Appendix of this case report. 
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• The last permit application by Voice of Pentecost dates to 2006, when it applied for a permit to re
roof the building and demolish interior partition walls within the stores. 

Unpermitted Alterations Observed 

The vast majority of the visible changes made to the former El Rey Theater are recorded in the building permit 

applications on file at the Department of Building fuspection. Post-1956 alterations not reflected in the building 

permit record include the replacement of the original flat canopy with a folded-plate counterpart, which likely 

occurred circa 1960, and the removal of the ::,heet metal ornament and signage from the tower, which probably 

occurred after ~oice of Pentecost bought the building in 1977. There is also no permit application on file for the 

existing non-historic aluminum doors and steel windows on the primary fac;:ade. The aluminum doors appear to date 

to early 1960s, but the windows were probably added in 1979 when the imitation stone siding was added to the 

bu;Ikheads. 

Sanborn Maps and Aerial Photographs 

We consulted Sanborn maps and aerial photographs to provide information on the historical development of the 

former El Rey Theater. Due to the lack of development along this part of Ocean Avenue, this block is not depicted in 

the 1886-93, 1900, nor the 1913---15 Sanborn maps. The property first appears on the 1928 Sanborn maps, as Mt. 

Davidson Manor was being developed. This map shows the subject property as consisting of five lots, including four 

rectangular house lots (two on Lakewood Avenue and two facing Fairfield Way) and a large commercial lot on 

Ocean Avenue. 

El .Rey Theater first appears on the 1938 Aerial Photographs, eight years after it was constructed (Figure 26). These 

photographs indicate that, at least from the air, the building looked essentially the same now as it did then, with a 

roughly rectangular auditorium at the center of the lot, flanked by two flat-roofed retail wings to fl:ie east and west, 

and a lower gable-roofed volume and a tower to the south. Visible in the photograph to the north of the auditorium 

is a lower volume corresponding to the backstage area. The unbuilt portions of the property facing. both Lakewood 

Avenue and Fairfield Way were paved and in use as customer parking lots. Incidentally, the 1938 aerials indicate that 

the surrounding residential tract of Mt. Davidson Manor was substantially built-out, though several vacant 

commercial parcels remained on Ocean Avenue. 
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Figure 26. 1938 Aerial showing El Rey Theater (outlined in blue); north is up. 

Source: Collection of David Rumsey 

The earliest Sanborn maps to show El Rey Theater were published in 1950. A paste-up of the 1928 series, the 1950 

Sanborn mai::s provide little legible detail on the building, except for its footprint, which is as it remains today: a 

roughly T-plan c;oncrete ·structure with a central auditorium, two flanking retail wings, and a rear backstage area 

(Figure 27). The only legible notes on the 1:50 Sanborn maps indicate that there was a restaurant at 1950 Ocean 

Avenue. By this point, the original eight storefronts still appeared to remain intact, including 1950, 1952, 1958, 1962, 

1966, 1976, 1982, and 1990 Ocean Avenue. 
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Figure 27. 1950 Sanborn maps showing El Rey Theater (outlined in blue). 

Source: San Franc;isco Public Library 

• 

The ca. 1990 Sanborn maps updated by · the San Francisco Planning Department provide a great deal more 
..., 

information than the 1950 Sanborn maps published four decades earlier (Figure 28). These later maps show the 

footprint of the building as it is now: a two-story, steel-frame, reiriforced-cortcrete assembly building "M:th an 

auditorium and balcony at the centei;, two retail wings to either side, and a stage at the rear of the lot. The ca. 1990 

Sanborn maps indicate that the original eight retail storefronts had been consolidated into five, though by this time 

all seem to have been occupied by church-run functions. 
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Figure 28. Ca.1990 Sanborn maps showing the former El Rey Theater (outlined in blue). 

Source: San Francisco Public Library 

El Rey Theater History: 1931-2016 

San Francisco Theatres, Inc. owned El Rey Theater for seven years, -selling it to El Rey Enterprises on December 29, 

1938.13 Not much is known about El Rey Enterprises, a real estate holding company directed by a man named J. R. 

Saul. El Rey Enterprises hired a series of theater managers to run the theater, having little to do with the day-to-day 

operations. The theater, which remained the most prominent visual landmark on Ocean Avenue, served as an 

informal community-gathering place. The theater's management let various business and fraternal organizations, 

including the local PTA club for Aptos Elementary School, and other social welfare groups, use it for their monthly 

meetings. The theater was occasionally used for live music performances, talent shows, and fashion shows.14 

El Rey Enterprises does not appear to have undertaken any major changes to El Rey Theater until the early 1960s. 

Photographs taken of the building in 1942 show it looking much as it did when it opened in 1931 (Figures 29-32). 

Nonetheless, El Rey Enterprises continued to periodically upgrade the theater's technological systeins, including 

13 San Francisco Office of the Assessor-Recorder, Sales Records for APN 3280/018. 
14 "Wlnriers Announced in Second Series of Amateur Auditions," San Francisco Chronicle (August 4, 1936), 23. 
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installing an improved sound system and Cinemascope projection in 1958.15 El Rey Enterprises likely completed 

periodic facelifts to the building's storefronts, signage, and interiors, though no permits survive for ·this work. The 

theater's owners and management did not have to make many changes, mainly because it was the only theater in the 

immediate neighborhood. El Rey, with its seating capacity of 1,800, remained the only major neighborhood theater in 

the O:MI district from 1931 until 1971, with its nearest competitors in West Portal and the Outer Mission districts. This 

changed in 1971 with the opening of United Artists' Stonestown Cinema. Originally known as UA Cinema 

Stonestown, United Artists converted it into a two-screen theater in 1973, renaming it the UA Stonestown Twin.16 

This suburban-style theater, located next door to the popular Stonestown Shopping Center (now Stonestown 

Galleria) likely siphoned off much of El Rey's trade, much as the opening of the shopping center in 1952 also later 

hurt the locally owned stores along Ocean A venue. 

The opening of UA Stonestown Cinema coincided with the beginning of a sustained period of disinvestment and 

abandonment in the OW district and its Ocean A venue commercial district. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, 

many African Americans in search of single-family homes in non-racially restricted areas began moving into the 

Ingleside, _Qceanview, and Merced Heights neighborhoods. Unscrupulous real estate agents exploited the influx with 

an illegal practice called "block-busting," creating a panic among many white homeowners in the OW district. White 

. flight took hold in the early 1970s. As long-time residents departed for the suburbs, many older businesses on Ocean 

Avenue folded. By 1976, Ocean Avenue was in deep trouble. Newspaper articles from that time talk about grocery 

stores closing down and liquor stores opening up where hardware stores,· clothing stores, and coffee shops once 

existed. With businesses closing and blight increasing, crime ( or fear of it) created a vicious circle of. continued 

disinvestment.17 Though residential white flight never took hold in the neighborhoods on the north side of Ocean 

Avenue, including Westwood Park, Mt. Davidson Manor, and Balboa Terrace, many longtime, local residents began 

avoiding Ocean A venue altogether, taking their business to Stonestown and the large new shopping centers opening 

in nearby San Mateo County.is 

15 "A Gala 'Cinema Fantasy,'" San Francisco Chronicle (November 16, 1958), 17. 
16 "Stonestown Twin," http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/5530, Accessed June 13, 2016. 
17 

Marshall Kilduff, "Tide May Turn on Ocean Avenue," San Francisco Chronicle (September 15, 1976), 5. 
18 

Mike Mahoney, "Segregation as a Way of Life," San Francisco Chronicle (May 2, 1967), 4. 
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Figure 29. El Rey Theater, looking east from Lakewood Avenue, 1942. 

Source: San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection, San Francisco Public Library, Photo ID No. AAA-8687 

Figure 30. El Rey.Theater Lobby, looking southeast, 1942. 

Source: San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection, San Francisco Public Library, Photo ID No. AAA-8688 
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Figure 31. El Rey Theater Mezzanine Lounge, looking east, 1942. 

Source: San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection, San Francisco Public Library, Photo ID No. AAA-8689 

Figure 32. El Rey Theater Auditorium, looking south, 1942. 

Source: San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection, San Francisco Public Library, Photo ID No. AAA-8690 

El Rey Theater was badly affected by the downturn in business along Ocean A venue. Competition from Stonestown 

did 'not help, causing it to close down for a few months in 1976. It reopened for a short time in the latter half of 1976, 
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this time run by United Artists, the owner of the 

nearby Stonestown Cinema. However, on a good 

night the theater was only being filled to one-third 

capacity.19 The last known commercial films shown 

at the theater took place in early 1977, when 

COYOTE, a prostitutes' organization, presented the 

second International Hookers' Film Festival at El 

Rey (Figure 33). The event, which lasted from 

March 28 to March 31, featured more than 40 films 

from Japan, Germany, France; Italy, and the U.S. 

The festival included a keynote speech by Margo St. 

James, the founder of COYOTE, and a Queen of 

Hearts Ball.20 El Rey Theater closed 

unceremonio'.1sly after the Hookers' Film Festival, 

Hookers' Festival 
fihns in 4 days 

-
COYOTE, the prostitutes' organization, will presmt 

the second International Hookers' Film Festival from 
Monday, March 28, through Thursday,, March 31, at E.l 
Rey Theater. 

The festlvaJ, showihg over 40 films In afternoon 
and evening ses.5lons, includes movies from Japan. 
Italy, Franc~. Germany and the United States that deal 
with prostitution. 

Margo St." James, the founder of COYOTE, will br 
the keynote speaker and will host the festival's finale. a 
Queen of Hearts Ball, on Friday, April 1, at 8:30 p.m. al 
the Galleria, 101 Kamias St. For more Information about 
films and sfh~d:µles, call Angela Coppola at 546-005-0. 

Figure 33. Article mentioning Hookers' Festival in March 17, 
1977 Examiner. 

and on September 14, 1977, El Rey Enterprises sold the property to Voice of Pentecost, the evangelical Protestant 

church that has occupied the building ever since.21 

Reuse of neighborhood theaters by churches became common in San Francisco during the 1970s and 1980s, with 

several large neighborhood churches undergoing this transformation in the city's Mission, Portola, Fillmore, and 

O:MI districts.22 With urban neighborhood theaters declining in the face of competition from television and video 

rentals, their large size, thousands of seats, banks of bathrooms, and lounges suitable for social rooms, were ideal for 

large religious congregations, particularly fast-grpwing evangelical congregations. 

Marilynn Gazowsky founded Voice of Pentecost in San Francisco in 1966. Natives of Detroit, Gazowsky and her 

husband Victor, came to San Francisco in the 1960s at the height of the Summer of Love to bring the Pentecostal faith 

to wayward hippies and other "lost souls." Pastor Gazowsky ministered to her flock in various locations across the 

city, outgrowing each venue until deciding to purchase the vacant El Rey Theater in 1977. The building's large 1,800-

seat auditorium was more than sufficient for the church's growing congregation, which at its high point numbered 

around 1,000 members. In addition, the adjoining retail wings provided ample space for the church's school, Sunday 

school, administrative offices, and printing office. In 1988, Marilynn Gazowsky turned over the church to her son, 

19 Marshall Kilduff, "Tide May Turn on Ocean Avenue,'' San Francisco Chronicle (September 15, 1976), 5. 
20 "Hookers' Festival - 40 Films In 4 Days," San Francisco Examiner (March 17, 1977), 29. 
21 San Francisco Office of the Assessor-Recorder, Sales Records for APN 3280/018. 
22 Examples of San Francisco neighborhood theaters converted into churches include the Fillmore's Harding Theater, the Mission District's 
Tower Theater, and the Portola's Avenue Theater. 
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Richard Gazowsky, who continues to operate Voice of Pentecost, which he recently renamed" A Place to Meet Jesus."· 

Marilynn Gazowsky died on November 17, 2015.23 

During the 1990s and 2000s, Pastor Gazowsky mortgaged the former El Rey Theater to pay for upgrades to the 

building, as well as to make a never-completed science fiction film called Gravity: The Shadow of Joseph. The film, 

described by Pastor Gazowsky as "the Ten Commandments meets Star Wars," effectively bankrupted the church, 

leading to a lawsuit by the San Francisco City Attorney to recover $425,000 in unpaid rent for a soundstage that 

Gazowsky had rented at Treasure Island. This, in tum, led to the church defaulting on its mortgage and its creditors 

foreclosing. The former El Rey ~eater was then sold at public auction on November 25, 2015 to Ricci Ventures, LLC 
I • 

and Greenpoint Land Ventures Co. for $1,060,000.24 Despite the sale, Voice of Pentecost still occupies the building. 

El Rey Storefronts History: 1931 :-2016 

In addition to the theater at 1970 Ocean Avenue, the former El Rey Theater has five (originally eight) adjoining retail 

storefronts at 1950, 1962, 1966, 1976, and 1990 Ocean Avenue. Samuel H; Levin, the neighborhood movie theater 

mogul who built El Rey Theater, was also a real estate developer, and as long as he had enough space, he always 

built retail stores as part of his theater projects. In the case of El Rey Theater, he had enough frontage along Ocean 

A venue to build a pair of freestanding retail wings to house the majority of the stores, with the two remaining stores 

flanking the lobby. Until El Rey closed in 1976, the storefronts were almost always filled, with some storefronts 

containing the same business or the same type of business for decades, including 1990 Ocean A venue, which was 

always home to El Rey Supermarket; 1976 Ocean .f..venue, which was always a beauty shop; 1966 Ocean Avenue, 

which was a dress sl:1op for most of its history; and 1962 Ocean Avenue, which was a soda fountain/confectioner's 

shop. Other categories of business that occupied various storefronts over the years included several pharmacies, a 

photo studio,. a realtor's office, a print shop, and a furniture store. A full inventory of all known retail tenants of the 

storefronts is provided in the Appendix. The most notable occupant of the building between 1931 and 1976 was The 

Gap, Inc., which opened its first retail st~re at 1950 Ocean Avenue in 1969. 

23 Obituary: "Marilynn Ona Gazowsky: 1~22-1915," San Francisco Chronicle {November 22, 2015). 
24 San Francisco Office of the Assessor-Recorder, Sales Records for APN 3280/018. 
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The Gap: 1969-1974 

Of all the commercial tenants to lease space 

in the storefronts of the former El Rey 

Theater, by far the best-known is The Gap, 

Inc. (Figure 34). As mentioned previously, 

in 1969, Doris and Donald Fisher opened a 

clothing/accessories store called The Gap at 

1950 Ocean Avenue. The store specialized 

in a then-unusual assortment of clothing 

and lifestyle goods, in particular Levi's 

jeans, records, and cassette tapes. Don 

Fisher was a real estate developer who 

noticed the growing popularity of informal 

clothing. Frustrated when he went to buy 

jeans at a department store and not finding 
Figure 34. World's first Gap store, 1950 Ocean Avenue, 1969. 

Source: Western Neighborhoods Project 

any that fit, Fisher and his wife decided to open a business to cater to the tastes of the Baby Boomer generation. The 

name of the business was a reference to the "Generation .Gap" that supposedly existed between the Baby Boomers 

and the "Silent Generation." The business was an immediate success. By 1970, The Gap had five stores. In addition to 

the flagship store at 1950 Ocean Avenue, -the company had stores in Palo Alto, San Jose, Hayward, and Concord.25 In 

1972, The Gap became a publicly traded company, and by 1975, there were 186 Gap stores across the country with 

annual sales of over $100 million. 

The Fishers were widely credited with changing how America bought clothing. Contrasted with traditional old-line 

department stores, The Gap provided an informal shopping experience, with rock music playing in the background, 

groovy graphic design, and a youth-oriented product line that consisted of a relatively small number of styles and 

cuts carried. in all sizes.26 With their catchy tagline: "Fall into The Gap," the Fishers tapped into the growing 

decentralization of American retailing, opening most of their new stores in suburban shopping malls and abandoning 

most of their urban stores. Indeed, they closed their first Gap store at 1950 Ocean Avenue in 197 4. 

Neither the storefronts at 1950 and 1962 Ocean Avenue nor the former El Rey Theater as a whole appears eligible for 

Landmark status on the basis of their association with The Gap, Inc. The period of significance is still less than 50 

years ago. Furthermore, the storefronts and the store interiors were heavily altered in 1978, removing most of the 

changes made by the Fishers in 1969 when they leased the storefronts for the world's first Gap store. 

25 Classified Advertisements, San Francisca Chronicle. 
26 Richard Joslin, Peter Lueck, et al, "Gap, Inc.: Has the Retailer Lost Its Style?" Website: 
http://www.cengage.com/management/webtutor/ireland3e/cases/gap.pdf, Accessed June 13, 2016. 
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Neighborhood Movie Theaters in San Francisco: 1906-1940 

San Francisco was once a moyie-going town, with several major downtown movie "palaces" along Market Street, as 

well as dozens of "neighborhood" theaters situated along important transit lines and in suburban commercial 

districts. As mentioned previously, the heyday of the neighborhood theater in San Francisco were the two decades 

between the First and Second World Wars, when improved technologies allowed films to be projected onto large 

silver screens to audiences sometimes. numbering in the thousands. Movie going. continued to thrive during the 

Depression, as it was a relatively inexpensive thing to do and suited escapist fantasies. The earliest movie theaters, 

which were called "nickelodeons;' appeared in San Francisco after the 1906 Earthquake. Though sometimes purpose

built, most were built within multi-purpose commercial buildings that looked like any other from the outside. 

Advances in construction · and film projection 

technologies led rapidly to the construction of much 

larger purpose-built theaters on the eve of the First 

World War. Some were hybrid theaters suitable for 

· both live productions and films, but as motion 

pictures began to put vaudeville out of business in 

~e 1920s, later theaters were constructed exclusively 

for films, without fly towers or large backstage areas. 

Movie theater construction surged across the 

country in the 1920s. Several architecture firms, 

including John Eberson, W. W. Ahlschlager, the 

Rapp Brothers, and S. Charles Lee, specialized in 

theater design Speaking of the· evolution of theater 

design that began in the 1920s, S. Charles Lee 

famously said: "The show begins on the sidewalk."27 

Lee meant that the building's exterior architecture 

was becoming increasingly important to catch the 

attention of potential customers. Fantastically 

ornamented fa9ades, bright neon signs, and 

lightbulb-festooned marquees beckoned to 

pedestrians, transit riders, and motorists alike. 

Soarinq towers, particularly those emblazed in neon, 

Figure 35. Alexandria Theater, 2004. 

Source: cinematreasures.org 

were very effective attention-getting devices, especially at night (Figure 35). Terrazzo flooring and large canopies 

extended into the sidewalk to draw people into the building. Sumptuously appointed lobbies, refreshment stands, 

27 Maggie Valentine, The Show Begins on the Sidewalk (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994), 9. 
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and smoking rooms made patrons feel well taken care of, and stunning auditoriums transported customers to a 

dream world before the lights went down. The movie theater owner was selling experience and memory, and 

architecture was the packaging of the product.28 

AB the center of a major metropolitan area, San Francisco was no different from Los Angeles, New York, or Chicago 

in its embrace of the urban movie theater. San Francisco had a movie theater district along Market Street, between 

Mason and Polk Streets. This is where the city's largest and most famous first-run theaters (many of them operated 

by studio chains) were located, including the Fox, Paramount, Embassy, and Strand. Mixed among them were several 

live-production theaters, including the Warfield and Golden Gate Theaters. These doWIJ.town theaters, most of whi<;h 

could accommodate around 2,000 patrons, attracted customers from all around the region, as well as shoppers, office 

workers, and residents of nearby inner-city neighborhoods .. 

In the outlying neighborhoods of San Francisco, a handful of 

entrepreneurs - mostly Eastern European Jewish and Lebanese 

Christian immigrants - including the Blumenfeld, Greenfield, Kahn, 

Levin, Oppenheimer, Nasser, and Naify families - began opening 

smaller (at first) theaters in neighborhood commercial districts and.on 

transit lines. Most started out building nickelodeons, but as these 

"theater men'' (and they were all men) prospered, they began building 

more elaborate "movie palaces" in the neighborhoods. Neighborhood 

theaters filled several important roles. In addition to serving local 

residents who did not wish to travel downtown, they served as anchors 

of emerging neighborhood commercial districts, attracting retailers, 

restaurateurs, and other commercial real estate developers. Because of 

their size and eye-catching architecture, many of these neighborhood 

theaters became symbols· of their neighborhoods, such as the Castro, 

New Mission (Figure 36), West Portal, and El Rey Theaters. 

28 Valentine, 9. 
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In terms of their planning, most neighborhood th~aters in San Francisco were built on streetcar lines or in pre

existing commercial districts. They were 

often located roughly mid-block or at one 

corner, with a three-sided neon marquee -

and/or blade sign announcing the theater's 

presence to pedestrians, motorists, and 

transit riders. Some, such as the New 

Mission Theater, were built on so-called 

"flag" lots, with the entrance and lobby 

located in a narrow frontage facing the 

street and the much larger auditorium 

located on a wider section toward the 

middle of the block. The New Mission 

Figure 37. Empire (formerly Portal) Theater, 2015. 
Source: Christopher VerPlanck 

Theater is a classic example of this type. If sufficient frontage was available, many theater developers built retail 

storefronts encompassed within the theater building or attached as retail wings, such as El Rey Theater or the 

Empire/Portal Theater (Figure 37). In terms of their styling, San Francisco's remaining neighborhood movie theaters 

represent a variety of styles, including: Art Nouveau (Clay and Coliseum) (Figure 38), Renaissance/Baroque 

(Wigwam/Rialto), Egyptian Revival (Alexandria), Moorish/Mission (Alhambra, Amazon, Castro, El Capitan, 

Granada, Metro, Portal/Empire, Roxie, Victoria, and York/Brava), Venetian Gothic (Avenue, Balboa, and Harding), 

Art Deco (El Rey and New Mission), Streamline Moderne (Bridge, Grand, Presidio, and Vogue) (Figure 39), and non

descript/remodeled (Capri, Four Star, Parkside, and Tower).29 

Figure 38. Clay Theater, ca. 1995. Figure 39. Vogue Theater, 2010. 

Source: cinematreasures.org Source: cinematreasures.org 

29 This list includes all known pre-Wcirld War II-era neighborhood movie theaters west of Van Ness Avenue and south of Market Street. It 
Includes both operational and non-operational theaters as Jong as the building still stands. 
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Samuel H. Levin: 1886-1969 

Samuel H. Levin, the local theater mogul who built El Rey Theater, was born March 15, 1886, to Yiddish-speaking 

Russian Jews in Petrograd (St Petersburg), Russia. He immigrated with his parents to the United States in 1899, at the 

age of 13.30 Not much is known about his ·early upbringing, aside from the fact that he was reared on New York City's 

Lower East Side before coming to San Francisco in 1903. He held a variety of occupations before opening the city's 

third "nickelodeon" after the 1906 Earthquake. Nickelodeons - so-named because of their typical admission price -

were typically simple storefronts retrofitted with an entrance and a ticket sales desk on one end and a screen on the 

opposite wall. Upon paying their entrance fee, patrons could enjoy a series of sho:rt black-and-white "photoplays," 

newsreels, and other material Usually presented without a soundtrack, nickelodeons that are more elaborate would 

have had a piano player improvising a score. 

Samuel Levin formed a partnership with a man with the 

surnarne of Gordon ca. 1910. Gordon & Levin was listed in 

San Francisco City Directories as being involved with 

"motion pictures.'r That same year, he married Sadie Leah 

Kirschner, a native San Franciscan of Austrian-Jewish 

heritage.31 By 1915, Samuel Levin,no longer associated with 

Mr. Gordon, was listed in city directories as a real estate 

developer. Ca. 1916, Samuel Levin opened his first movie 

theater, the Haight Theater, at 1700 Haight Street (at Cole). 

In 1918, he opened the Coliseum Theater, at Ninth Avenue 

and Clement Street, in the city's fast-growing Rid;unond 

District Two years later, he expanded the Coliseum with 

an enlarged auditorium and balcony.32 In 1922, he built the 

Balboa Th.eater, at Faxon and Ocean Avenue, the first 

theater in San Francisco's emerging. West of Twin Peaks 

district (Figure 40). Two years later, in 1924, Levin built a 

combination theater and business block, consisting of the 

· Metropolitan Theater and the adjoining Daylight Block, on 

Union· Street, between Buchanan and Webster Streets, in 

Figure 40. Balboa Theater, Faxon and Ocean Avenues, 
n.d. 

Source: Western Neighborhoods Project 

Cow Hollow. By the rnid-1920s, Levin was very busy, planning and building several more neighborhood theaters in 

San Francisco, including the Portal Theater; o~ West Portal Avenue (1925); the Harding Theater, at Divisadero and 

30 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1910 Federal Census for San Francisco, Enumeration District 95, ·page 13. 
31 Ibid. 
32 "Coliseum Theater Makes Improvements," San Francisco Chronicle (May 8, 1920), 8. 
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Hayes Streets (1926); and the New Balboa Theater, at 381hAvenue and Balboa Street (1926).33 Nearly all designed by 

the Reid Brothers, these theaters were built on transit lines in fast-growing but still outlying parts of San Francisco. 

In 1928, Samuel Levin sold the Coliseum, the Alexandria (which he had acquired a few years earlier), and the New 

Balboa (now called the Balboa Theater) for $1,000,000. With this money, he capitalized a new regional theater circuit 

called San Francisco Theatres, Inc.34 By the end of the decade, Levin was a rich man, living with his family in the 

city's exclusive Presidio Terrace with Sadie and their four children: Jewel, Irving, Robert, and Richard. They also 

owned a weekend house in Atherton.35 

As mentioned above, in 1928, Samuel Le~ purchased. a large 

parcel of land at Lakewood Avenue and Ocean Avenue ~om the 

. real estate development firm of Fernando Nelson & Sons. He 

intended to build a new and much larger theater to replace his 

Balboa Theater located a few blocks west at Faxon Avenue. The T 
Stock Market Crash of October 1929 may have put his plans on 

hold, or he may have been waiting for the development of the . 

residence tracts in the West of Twin Peaks district to advance 

further. Regardless; he did not begin planning his El Rey 

Theater until-1930. Assisting Levin on the El Rey project was 

Michael Naify (Figure 41), a prominent Lebanese-American 

motion picture executive whom Levin promoted to the position 

of vice president of San Francisco Theatres, Inc. in 1929. Naify 

likely assisted Levin, not only with the planning and 

construction of El Rey, but also with the reorganization of the 

company in 1930-31, prior to its expansion into the Bay Area 

Figure 41. Samuel Levin (left) and Michael Naify. 
(center), ca. 1948. 

Source: San Francisco Chronicle 

hinterlands ~d beyond. Following the completion of El Rey Theater, San Francisco Theaters, Inc. built only two 

more theaters in San Francisco, including the Vogue Theater, at 3290 Sacramento Street (1941); and the Coronet 

Theater, at 3575 Geary Boulevard (1948)-the latter of whicli. was managed by SamueYs son, Robert Levin.36 

Samuel Levin moved to Palm Springs in 1948, a year after his wife Sadie died. Turning away from theaters, Levin 

became a general property developer. His most notable project was the Palm Springs Biltmore Hotel. Samuel Levin 

died in Morongo Springs, California on September 20, 1969. He was 83.37 

33 "Venetian Gothic Theater Accommodates 1,500," San Francisco Chronicle (May 8, 192!5). 
34 San Francisco Chronicle (January 9, 1928). . 

• 
35 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1930 Federal Census for San Francisco, Enumeration District 38-209, page 10-A. 
36 "Coronet Theatre," http://cinernatreasures.org/theaters/1612. Accessed June 13, 2016. 
37 Obituary: "S.F. Theater Owner S .. H. Levin, 83," San Francisco Exam/~er (September 23, 1969), 51. 
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Timothy Pflueger: 1,892-1946 

Timothy Pflueger, the lead design partner in the firm of Miller & Pflueger, is one of the most remarkable architects to 

have ever worked _in San Francisco (Figure 42). In spite of several significant hurdles, including the Depression and 

World War II, Pflueger managed to produce an extensive and high-quality oeuvre during his relatively short car~er. 

One of San Francisco's best-known architects, dozens of his firm's buildings still stand in San Francisco and other 

communities throughout northern California. Coming of age in an era dominated by the conservative aesthetic of the 

Ecole de Beaux Arts, Timothy Pflueger defied the dominant tastes of the day· by embracing a daring modernist 

aesthetic all his own, an aesthetic that relied in part on exotic architectural styles, in particular Mayan, Aztec, and 

other Mesa-American traditions. Pflueger was a big supporter of the fine arts, and he collaborated with several well

known sculptors, painters, light designers, and other artisans and craftspeople on many of his projects, including 

Diego Rivera, Ralph Stackpole, and Arthur Mathews. Pflueger also embraced technology and modem materials and 

used them to make his bµildings seem more richly appointed than they actually were. 

Early Career 

Timothy Ludwig Pflueger was born September 26, 1892 in San 

Francisco. His parents, Ottilie and August Pflueger - both German 
. . 

immigrants - came to San Francisco in 1890. August Pflueger was a 

merchant tailor and from 1904 on, the family lived above his shop at 

1015 Guerrero Street, in the city's Mission District While not poor, 

Pflueger was raised in relatively humble circumstances in a multi-ethic 

district comprising immigrants from Ireland, Germany, Scandinavia, 

Italy, a,nd France. Many of his countrymen and relatives lived nearby, 

including several tradesmen that Pflueger would work with for the. rest 

of his life. He had very little formal education, going only as far as high 

school. Instead, like many boys in his circumstances, Timothy worked 

to help his f~y, earn pocket money, and learn valuable on-the-job 

skills.38 Though frugal, religious, and decidedly working-class, 

. Timothy Pflueger' s parents were cultured German immigrants, and 

they did not neglect their children's education in the arts, paying for 

piano lesso~ and art and/or drafting lessons for young Timothy. 

Figure 42. Drawing of Timothy Pflueger in 

1936 by Peter van Valkenburg. 

Source: Wikimedia Commons 

38 Therese Poletti, Art Deco San Francisco: The Architecture of Timothy Pflueger (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2008), 3-5. 
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Pflueger showed an early talent in drawing and painting. In fact, it seems likely that he began working as a 

draftsman as early as 1906 (at the age of 14), when the demand for skilled renderers and delineators surged in the 

wake of the 1906 Earthquake and Fire. As a teenager, he began working as a draftsman in the office of (James Rupert 

or J. R.) Miller & (George T. De) Colmesnil, a relatively young firm that contributed to the post-quake reconstruction 

of San Francisco.39 The partners quickly recognized that their young hire was very talented, and they encouraged him 

to join the San Francisco Architectural Club, a young architects' organization that offered rigorous night classes based 

on the methods and pedagogy of the prestigious Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris.40 

The talented Timothy l'flueger continued .to · 

increase his skills in the employ of Miller & 

Colmesnil, and in 1912, at the age of 20, he 

was given his first solo project, a church 

called Our Lady of the Wayside, in Portola 

Valley, California. Tiris small country 

church, which still stands, is designed in the 

then-popular Mission Revival style, 

combining influences from several 

California missions, including Mission 

Dolores, · Mission San Gabriel, and Mission 

San Carlos Borromeo (Figure 43).41 

Figure 43. Our Lady of the Wayside, Portola Valley, CA. 

Source: Town of Portola Valley 

Our Lady of the Wayside was greeted with rave reviews, and Miller & Colmesnil began giving Pflueger more 

important jobs, including as the primary designer of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company building (now the 

Ritz-Carlton Hotel), a Beaux-Arts-styled office building that still stands at the northeast comer of Stockton and Pine 

Streets on Nob Hill.42 

39 Poletti, 8. 
40 Poletti, 11. 
41 Poletti, 26-7. 
42 Poletti, 27. 
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Miller & Pflueger 

Miller & Colmesnil dissolved in 1913. 

Pflueger continued to work for J. R Miller 

for another six years, assisting him on a 

variety of projects. In 1917, Pflueger was 

drafted into the Army Corps of Engineers 

following the American entry into World 

War I. He spent the war designing training 

camps, first in Washington, D.C., and then 

in San Juan, Puerto Rico.43 Upon Pflueger' s 

return to San Francisco in 1919, Miller 

promoted him to the position of chief 

draftsman, and then in 1923, after Pflueger 

had received his architecture license in 

1920, Miller made the young architect his 

Figure 44. Interior of the Castro Theater. 

Source: Flickr user SFHandyman 

junior partner in the firm. With the American economy booi,rung during the 1920s, and work abundant in the West 

Coast metropolis of San Francisco, Miller & Pflueger were given the opportunity to design many buildings that have 

since become San Francisco landmarks. The firm's work in the 1920s still largely adhered to historicist style, 

including ~e Beaux Arts/Classical Revival, Spanish Colonial, Mission Revival, and Mediterranean. Some of the 

firm's most famous works produced during this era include the Castro Theater (1922), at 429 Castro Street and the 

San Francisco Mining Exchange (1923), at 350 Bush Street. The Castro Theater is notable as Pflueger' s first major 

movie theater, a building type that would make him famous during the 1920s and the 1930s. Though ~e exterior is a 

restrained version of the Spanish Colonial Revival style, the interior (Figure 44) features a fanciful blend of exotic 

influences that resembles aspects of a Roman amphitheater and a Middle Eastern caravanserai. 

43 Poletti, 30. 
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Theater Designs 

The Castro Theater served as a 

springboard for the firm, gaining Miller & 

Pflueger several other high-profile theater 

commissions, mainly from the Nasser 

Brothers, the owners of the Castro Theater. 

The Nassers gave Pflueger a free hand 

with their theaters, allowing him to come 

up with fanciful interior spaces that 

transported moviegoers · to exotic lands 

before the curtains even parted. The 

Nasser Brothers.hired Miller & Pflueger to 

design all of their later theaters, including 

The Alhambra (1926) (Figure 45), at 2330 

Polle Streef; three theaters in Tulare, 

Oroville, and Chico (1926-27); the Oakland 

Paramount (1931); the Alameda Theater 

(1932) (Figure 46); and the New Mission 

Theater, a remodel of a 1917 neighborhood 

theater by the Reid Brothers (1932) (See 

Figure 36). Miller &; Pflueger collaborated 

with Alexander A. Cantin on several of the 

firm's projects for the Nasser Brothers, 

with Cantin responsible for the elaborate 

sheet metal marquees and blade signs. 

Miller & Pflueger' s theater designs 

represented some of the most fantastic 

buildings ever constructed in the San 

Francisco Bay Area. In terms of their ' 

evolution, the firm's theaters started out in 

a Spanish Colonial/Moorish Revival style 

that evoked an idealized representation of 

California's Hispanic/Mediterranean 

Figure 45. Alhambra Theater, ca. 2000. 
Source: cinematreasures.org 

Figure 46. Alameda Theater, Alameda, California, 2012. 
Source: cinematreastures.org 
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heritage. The Castro and Alhambra Theaters are good examples of the firm's earlier work. By the time the Depression 

hit, the firm had fully embraced modern Europei3!1- styles, including the Art Deco and the Streamline Moderne styles. 

· Dispensing in part with the gilded stucco relief ornament of their earlier theaters, the firm moved toward bolder, 

geometric designs that used color and volume to express visual drama. Signage became an increasingly important 

part of the exteriors of their theaters, with towers and multi-story, neon blade signs becoming critical parts of the 

composition of the exterior. Good examples include El Rey, the Paramount, and the New Mission Theaters. 

High-Rise Office Building Designs 

Miller&. Pflueger's theater work-caught the attention of many promine:nt businesspeople, including the directors of 

the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company, who hired the firm to desJgn its new high-rise office building in. San 

Francisco's S01,1th of Market area. After securing the commission, Pflueger initially developed several traditional 

designs for San Francisco's first true "skyscraper." Not caring for any of his designs, Pflueger became engrossed with 

the recent 1922 Chicago Tribune design competition. 44 One of the entries, by Finnish architect Eliel Saarinen, 

revolutionized skyscraper design by dispensing with the traditional tripartite base, shaft, and capital arrangement in 

favor of a much more em vertical approach utilizing setbacks and vertical lines to emphasize the building's height. 

Pflueger's final 1923 design of the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph (Telephone) Building, which is in part based on 
. . 

Saarinen' s ideas, was a breakthrough for the young architect, proving that he could dispense with the. historicist 

model of the Ecole de Beaux Arts. 

The national architectural press took notice of Timothy Pflueger 

following the completion of the Telephone Building in 1925. Five years 

later, Pflueger would make his second major contribution to San 
1 

Francisco's skyline with his Medical-Dental Office Building (1929), at 450 

Sutter Street (Figure 47), a block north of Union Square. Along with 

Howe & Lescaze' s PSFS Building in Philadelphia of the same year, 450 

Sutter remains one of the most innovative skyscrapers built in the United 

States during this era Discarding .the comparatively heavy terra cotta 

cladding of the Telephone Building, Pflueger embraced the underlying 

logic of the internal steel frame and gave the Medical-Dental Building a 
. . 

thin terra cotta and glass skin, with delicate spandrels ornamented with 

Mayan-inspired ornament. The windows wrap the corners of the 

building, contributing to its delicate, contemporary appearance. 

Pflueger, a lover of the dramatic, gave 450 Sutter a richly appointed 

44 Poletti, 61-5. 
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Figure 47. Medical-Dental Building. 
Source: Author's postcard collection 
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lobby finished in black marble and gilded, embossed metalwork ornamented like a Mayan temple.45 

The Medical-Dental Building was completed two weeks before the Stock Market Crash of October 1929. The ensuing 

Depression ushered in a period of economic stagnation in San Francisco during which comparatively little new 

construction occurred for almost a decade. Fortunately for Miller & Pflueger, their reputation was so great that they 

continued to get high-profile projects. Theaters and office buildings continued to comprise a major part of their work, 

with landmark projects such as the second San Francisco Stock Exchange (1930), at 155 Sanso.me Street; El Rey 

Theater (1931), at 1970 Ocean Avenue; and the Paramount Theater in Oakland (1932). Following an escaJ)ist tendency 

in much of Pflueger's work, the firm designed several high-style nightclubs and cocktail lounges during the 1930s, 

including the Bal Tabarin (now Bimbo's 365), at 1025 Columbus Avenue;.Le Cirque Room, in the Fairmont Hotel; the 

Patent Leather Lounge, in the St. Francis Hotei; and Top of the Mark, in the Mark Hopkins Hotel. The firm's work 

wasn't all focused on fantasy; Miller & Pflueger designed. several public buildings in San Francisco during the 

Depression, including Roosevelt Junior High School (1930), George Washington High School (1936), the Transbay 

Terminal (1937), San Francisco Junior College (now San Francisco City College -1940), and a garage beneath Union 

Square (1942). Much of the firm's work from the latter half of the 1930s and early 1940s shows a gradual evolution 

away from the exoticism of the early part of the decade and toward a more abstract and austere vocabulary more in 

keeping with European modernism. Part of the change may have resulted from the retirement of J. R Miller in 1937, 

after which the firm became known as Timothy L. Pflueger and Associates. 

Late Career 

In 1939, Timothy Pflueger 

was appointed to the Board 

of Architects in charge of 

designing the Golden Gate 

International Exposition on 

Treasure Island. As part of 

duties, 

designed the Federal 

Buil~g, the California 

State Building, California 

Auditorium, and the Court 

of the Pacific. Much of his 

work for the fair continued 

Figure 48. I Magnin (at center-left) and Union Square. 

Source: Author'.s postcard collection 

with his increasingly stripped-down, modernist aesthetic. During World War II, Pflueger went to work for the U.S. 

45 Poletti, 79--80. 
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government again, designing the U.S. Army General Depot in Ogden, Utah, and various Army transmitter buildings, 

broadcasting studios, and an unbuilt housing project for defense workers in California. Pflueger' s final project after 

World War II was I. Magnin' s flagship Union Square store (Figure 48) at the southwest corner of Geary and Stockton 

Streets. It was under construction when Pflueger died of heart failure on November 7, 1946 after his daily swim at the 

Olympic Club.46 

Art Deco Style in San Francisco: 1925-1940 

The Art Deco style emerged on the world stage at the 1925 Exposition des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes in 

Paris. Rejecting European Neoclassicism in the wake of the horrors of World War I, the artists, artisans, graphic 

designers, and architects who developed '·the Art Deco style were inspired by a variety of sources, in particular the 

ancient ziggurat-building cultures of the pre-Islamic Middle East, including Assyria, Babylon, and Persia Other 

sources included ancient Egyptian art and African textiles, as well as contemporary European Cubist and Fauvist 

painters and. German Expressionist architects, gi:aphic designers, and visual artists. Signature deta:ils of the style 

included geometric shapes, including chevrons, zig-zags, diagonal rays, stylized papyrus leaves, pulvinated 

moldings, and horizontal 11speed lines1
' (parallel lines incised into the parapet of a building). The Art Deco style soon 

made its way across the Atlantic to the United States. Gradually, the American public embraced the 11modernistic1 

Art Deco style, largely due to its popularity with Hollywood set designers like Cedric Gibbons. Mass-produced 

consumer goods, including those designed by indus.trial designers such as Raymond Loewy, Norman Bel Geddes, 

and others, disseminated the style to the farthest corners of the country. 

The Art Deco style evolved in a different direction in California than it did in Europe or on the East Coast. In 

California, architects and designers relied on the pre-Columbian architecture of Mexico and Central America instead 

of Middle Eastern or African sources. Frank Lloyd Wright's earlier 1'textile b,lock houses11 in Los Angeles and 

Pasadena also display the influence of Meso-American architecture. Architects working in both southern and 

northern California, including Los Angele~-based Robert Stacy-Judd and San Franciscds Timothy Pflueger, mined 

source. books on Mayan and Aztec architecture for both building forms and ornament. By the late 1920s, these 

various strands had coalesced into a regional school of the Art Deco style. popularly known in California as the 

1'Mayan Deco11 style. One of the best examples in San Francisco is the Western Furniture Mart- now known as the 

Twitter Building - at 1355 Market Street. This building was designed by The Capitol Co., architects, and built in 1937 

(Figure 49). In addition to its pylon-like massing, the exterior is clad in terracotta embossed with Mayan and Aztec

derived ornament. 

46 Poletti, 218. 
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Figure 49. Western Furniture Mart, aka, the "Twitter Building." 

So.urce: Page & Turnbull, Inc. 

Although the Mayan Deco style was more widespread in southern California, there are excellent examples in the San 

Francisco Bay Area - many designed by Miller & Pflueger. The firm's design partner; Timothy Pflueger, employed 

the Mayan Deco style in several projects in San Francisco, including the Medical-Dental Building, at 450 Sutter Street 

(1929); El Rey Theater, at 1970 Ocean Avenue (1931); and the New Mission Theater remodel, at 2550 Mission Street 

(1932). Other good local examples of the style by other architects include the Western Furniture Exchange (now the 

"Twitter Building"), at 1355 Market Street (1937), by Capital Architects; the Independent Order of Foresters' Hall 

(now the San Francisco Baha'i Center), at 170 Valencia Street (1932), by Harold Stoner; and the James Lick Middle 

School (1932), by William H. Crim (Figure 50). What ties this body of buildiJ:tgs together is a rigorous (if not entirely 

accurate) interpretation of Meso-American forms, including stepped massing, corbelled entrances, tapered pylon-like 

tower elements, and ornamentation utilizing either literal or abstract pre-Columbian decorative motifs. 
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Figure 50. Detail of James Lick School, ca. 201S. 

Source: Flickr user Bob Gorman 

Thriving for less than.a decade, the more effervescent iteration of Art Deco in San Francisco gradually succumbed to 

Depression-era austerity and the adoption of a more sober aesthetic embodied in the stripped-down public buildings 

financed and built by the New Deal-era Works Progress Administration (vVPA) and Public Works Administration 

(PWA) during the latter part of the 1930s. By the end of the decade, the Moderne and the ev~ more mechanistic 

Streamline Moderne styles had all but replaced the florid high Art Deco style. 
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ARTICLE 10 LANDMARK DESIGNATION 
This section of the case report provides an analysis and summary of the applicable criteria for designation, integrity 

statement, statement of significance~ period of significance, inven~ory of character-defining features, and additional 

Article 10 requirements. 

CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION 

Criteria 

Check all criteria applicable to the significance of the property that are documented in the report. The criteria checked 

are the basic justifications for why the resource is important. 

_Association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. 
_ Association with the lives of persons significant in our past. 
X Embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. 
_ Has yielded or may be likely to yield information important in history or prehistory. 

Statement of Significa·nce 
Characteristics of the Landmark that justify its designation: 

Significant Architecture 

El Rey Theater derives its significance as a rare Art Deco-style neighborhood theater in San Francisco. I,t is also the 

work of master architect, Timothy Pflueger (Miller & Pflueger, Architects). The most ambitious neighborhood movie 

theater ever built in the O:MI or the greater Twin Peaks area, El Rey is the foremost visual landmark in the 
"--

neighborhood, much like the Castro Theater or the New Iv.fission Theater are in their respective neighborhoods. Built 
. . 

with an auditorium seating 1,800, a sumptuously appointed lobby and lounge, and two adjoining commercial 

storefront wings, El Rey was an especially ambitious real estate project completed during the Depression in San 

Francisco. Visible from several blocks away in each direction, the building's 150-foot-high tower, which was 

originally capped by an aircraft beacon, was designed to catch the attention of local residents, workers, and 

commuters alike. Designed with very little applied ornament, the building relies on its boldly articulated, geometrical 

massing for visual interest. Convet!=ed into a church in 1977-78, the building's neon signage, primary entrance, and 

storefronts have been replaced. Otherwise, the exterior remains mostly unchanged. Also remarkable is the building's 

largely intact interior, which retains its original floor plan and sheet metal and plaster ornament. The Art Deco style 

is synonymous with the heyday of theater design in San Francisco. Surprisingly, El Rey is one of only a handful of 

Art Deco theaters remaining in San Francisco and one of only three designed by Pflueger. 
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Period of Significance 

The period of significance for the former El Rey Theater is 1931, the year that it was completed. 

Integrity 

The seven aspects of integrity used by the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical 

Resources, and Article 10 of the Planning Code are: location, design, materials, workmanship, setting, feeling, and 

association in relation to the period of signµ'icance above. In summary, though the building has undergone several 

alterations, the former El Rey Theater retains sufficient integrity to convey its association with its original design, use, 

and period of construction. 

Location: El Rey Theater was constructed at its present location in 1931 and it has not been moved. In conclusion, the 

property retains integrity of location. 

Design: The former El Rey Theater retains the majority of its original design elements, including its oyerall height 

and massing, its articulation as a central gable-roofed volume (containing the theater) flanked by two lower retail 

wings; its stepped tower capped by a pylon-like lantern; its articulated side and rear fac;:ades; and much of its original 

ornament, including its cast-concrete grille, zig-zag detailing, and speed lines. It is missing its original storefronts and 

canopy, much of its fenestration along the south and east fac;:ades, and the sheet metal ornament and signage· on the 

tower. The interior retains its original floor plan, its interior partition walls and ceilings, as well as the majority of its 

original stucco and sheet metal ornament. It is missing its original mirrored wall paneling, furnishings, and floor 

coverings. In addition, the original murals have been painted over. In conclusion, the former El Rey Theater retains 

this aspect of integrity because it retains the most important aspects of the building's design, including its overall 

form, massing, and its hierarchy of architectonic elements. 

Materials: The former El Rey Theater retains the majority of its original materials, including its steel-framing, its 

concrete perimeter walls, its cement plaster exterior finishes (primary fac;:ade and retail wings only), its board-formed 

concrete side and rear walls, some ·of its wood windows ·(west retail wing_ only), and its interior cast plaster wall and 

ceiling finishes and ornament. In conclusion, the former El Rey Theater retains integrity of materials. 

Though it has lost its original storefronts and canopy, signage, some exterior sheet_ metal ornament, several windows 

on the south and east fac;:ades, and storefront interiors, these elements are the most ephemeral of the building's 

otherwise extremely durable materials. Loss of original storefronts and retail interiors is common because they were 

designed to be remodeled once every decade or so, or when they became unfashionable. Fortunately, the original 

drawings and historic photographs survive, making the reconstruction of these missing elements possible. 
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Workmanship: Built during the Depression using largely machine-made materials, the former El Rey Theater does 

not embody many examples of handicraft or workmanship, especially the exterior, which has lost its original neon 

·signage and some sheet metal ornament. The interior retains much more of its original workmanship, in particular 

the cast plaster and sheet metal ornament in the lobby and _auditorium and possibly the murals beneath the current 

paint scheme. Nonetheless, because it is missing much of its original handcrafted ornament on the exterior, the 

former El Rey Theater does not retain the aspect of workmanship. 

Setting: The setting around the former El Rey Theater has not changed greatly since the theater was built in 1931. The 

adjoining urtbuilt areas on the east and west sides of the property were always paved and used for parking. To the 

north, the Mt. Davidson Manor neighborhood looks much as it did when El Rey Theater was built. The same is true 

for the Ingleside Terraces neighborhood to the south and the low-scale taxpayer blocks to the east along Ocean 

Avenue. The only nearby property that has changed since 1931 is the commercial property on the west side of 

Lakewood Avenue. _This property, which was undeveloped when El Rey was built, was later developed with a gas 

station in the late 1930s. It is now a ca 1980 strip mall. In conclusion, the former El Rey Theater retains integrity of 

setting. 

Feeling: Feeling is the least tangible aspect of integrity. It refers to the retention of a particular aesthetic or historic 

sense of a property to its period of significance. Though it has undergone several alterations, the former El Rey 

Theater is still very much recognizable as an Art Deco theater constructed during the 1930s - both on the exterior and 

in the interior. In conclusion, the former El Rey Theater retains integrity of feeling. 

Association: With its of significance of 1931, the former El Rey Theater is most closely associated with the heyday of 

the Art Deco _style in San Francisco in the late 1920s/early 1930s, as well as the development ~f the Ocean Avenue 

business district around the same time. In conclusion, the former El Rey Theater retains integrity of association. 

In conclusion, the former El Rey Theater retains all but one of the aspects that comprise integrity: workmanship. 
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ARTICLE 10 REQUIREMENTS SECTION 1004 (b) 

Boundaries of the Landmark Site 

The site proposed for Landmark status encompasses Assessor Parcel Number 3280/018, a 35,209-square-foot parcel 

bounded by Ocean A venue to the south, Lakewood Avenue to the west, and Fairfield Way to the east 

Character-defining Features 

Any case report for a property proposed for Landmark status under Article 19 of the Planning Code requires an 

inventory of all character-defining features. This is necessary so that the property owner, Planning staff, and the 
' 

public know what features and materials (elements) must be preserved in order to protect the historical and 

architectural character of a proposed landmark. 

The character-defining exterior features of the building are· identified as all exterior elevations, including but not 

limited to form, massing, structure, architectural ornament, and materials. In the case of the former El Rey Theater, its 

character-defining features are: 

• The building's T-shaped footprint and four-part massing and volume consisting of the central gable-roofed 

theater, 146'-9"-high tower, and two flanking one-story retail wings. 

• The building's primary fa~de facing Ocean Avenue, including its cement stucco finish, cast-concrete grille, 

incised speed lines, zig-zag ornament, raised parapet (retail wings only), gable outlined with red clay tile 

(theater volume), and pylon-capped tower. 

• East and west (secondary) fa<;:ades, including their general massing and articulation with deeply recessed 

''blind" openings, and painted board-formed concrete walls. The windows on the west wall of the west 

· retail wing are also character-defining, though they are missing their original metal screens. 

• The tower, including its height, massing, and surviving cast cement ornament. 

• The building's combination gable (theater volume) and flat (retail wings and stage area) roof. 

At the time of designation, non-character-defining exterior features include all post-1931 alterations, including the 

folded-plate canopy, all storefronts, and infilled fenestration on the south and east fai;:ades. None of these features has 

gained significance in their own right. 

\ 

The character-defining features of the interior of the former El Rey Theater include: 

• Main lobby, auditorium, balcony, stairs, and mezzanine volumes, 

• All extant sheet metal and cast-plaster Art Deco ornament in the lobby, auditorium, balcony, and 

mezzanine. 

• All extant doors, hardware, and light fixtures in the lobby, auditorium, balcony, and mezzanine. 
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• Potentially extant murals at auditorium ceiling and mezzanine as shown in historic photographs but 

currently overpainted. 

At the time of designation, non-character-defining interior features include all spaces affected by extensive post-1931 

alterations, indq.ding the remodeled bathrooms and interior of retail stores, and all utilitarian interior spaces, 

including the basement, tower, backstage area, former projection room, offices, and storage. 

PROPERTY INFORMATION 

Historic Name: El Rey Theater 

Popular Name: El Rey Theater, Voice of Pentecost Church, 

A Place to Meet Jesus 

Address: 1970 Ocean Avenue 

Block and Lot: 3280/018 

Owner: Green point Land Co. (50%) and Ricci Ventures, 

LLC (50%) 

Current Use: Church 

Zoning: NCT - Ocean A venue Neighborhood Commercial 

Transit 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1: City Directory Listings for El Rey Storefronts 

1950 Ocean 19620cean 1966 Ocean 1970 Ocean 1976 Ocean 1990 Ocean 

El Rey El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1931 Pharmacy· Pharmacy Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey El R,ey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1932 Pharmacy Pharmacy Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1933 Pharmacy Pharmacy Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey· El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1934 Pharmacy Pharmacy Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1935 Pharmacy Pharmacy Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Mission El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1936 Drugs Confectionary Dress Shop Theclter Shop Supermarket 

Mission El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1937 Drugs Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Mission El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1938 Drugs Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Mission El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1939 Drugs Confectionary Dress S,hop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Terra Tea El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1940 Room Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Terra Tea El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1941 Room Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

. EIRey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1942 Unknown Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey Marie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1943 Unknown Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey Mc1rie Everitt El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1944 Unknown Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1945 Unknown Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey . Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1946 Unknown Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1947 Unknown Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

El Rey Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1948 · Ocean Inn Confectionary Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1949 Ocean Inn Vacant Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 
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1950 Ocean 1962 Ocean 1966 Ocean 19700cean 1976 Ocean 1990 Ocean 

Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1950 Ocean Inn Vacant Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1951 Vacant Vacant Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Robin Hood Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 
1952 Vacant Fountain Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

· Interior 
Designers Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey El Rey Beauty El Rey 

1953 Furniture Co. Fountain Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 
Interior 

Designers Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey Yellette's El Rey 
1954 Furniture Co. Fountain Dress Shop Theater Beauty Salon Supermarket 

Interior 
Designers Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey Yellette's El Rey 

,1955 Furniture Co. Fountain Dress Shop Theater Beauty Salon Supermarket 
Ward 

Industries, Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey Yellette's El Rey 
1956 Vacuums· Fountain Dress Shop Theater Beauty Salon Supermarket 

Ward 
Industries, Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey Yellette's ' El Rey 

1957 Vacuums Fountain Dress Shop Theater Beauty Salon Supermarket 
Ward 

Industries, Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey Yeflette's El Rey 
1958 Vacuums Fountain Dress Shop Theater Beauty Salon Supermarket 

Sales 
Training Co. Never-Not Cover Girl El Rey Yellette's El Rey 

1959 of SF Fountain Dress Shop Theater Beauty Salon Supermarket 

Gutenberg Bechler Home Cover Girl El Rey · Venus Beauty El Rey 
1960 Press Furnishings Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Gutenberg Bechler Home Cover Girl El Rey Venus Beauty El Rey 
1961 Press Furnishings Dress Shop Theater Shop Supermarket 

Gutenberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Rickey's House El Rey 
1962 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater of Coiffures Supermarket 

Gutenberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Rickey's House El Rey 
1963 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater of Coiffures Supermarket 

Gutenberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1964 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater Stylist Supermarket 

Gutenberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1965 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater Stylist Supermarket 

Gutenberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1966 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater. Stylist Supermarket 

C3u~enberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1967 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater Stylist Supermarket 

Gutenberg Lisle Ramsey Cover Girl El Rey Vera'.s Hair El Rey 
1968 Press Photography Dress Shop Theater Stylist Supermarket 
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1950 Ocean 1962 Ocean 1966 Ocean 1970 Ocean 19760cean 1990 Ocean 
Alma 

Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1969 The Gap, Inc. The Gap, Inc. Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 

Alma 
Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 

1970 The Gap, Inc. The Gap, Inc. Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 
Alma 

Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1971 The Gap, Inc. The Gap, Inc. Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 

Alma 
Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 

1972 The Gap, Inc. The Gap, Inc. Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 
Alma 

_Roberson, , EIRey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1973 The Gap, Inc. The Gap, Inc. Real Estate Theater Stylist .Supermarket 

Alma 
- Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 

1974 The Gap, Inc. The Gap, Inc. Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 
Alma 

OMI Head OMI Head Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 
1975 Start Start Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 

Alma 
OMI Head OMI Head Roberson, El Rey Vera's Hair El Rey 

1976 Start Start Real Estate Theater Stylist Supermarket 

1977 Vacant Vacant Vacant Vacant Vacant Vacant 
Voice of Voice of Voice of 

Voice of Voice of Pentecost Voice of Pentecost Pentecost 
1978- Pentecost Pentecost Promotion Pentecost Printing Sunday 
2015 Academy Academy Division Church Division School 
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To: 
Cc: 

5 

Somera, Alisa (BOS); kathryn.r.olson@gmail.com 
Calvillo, Angela (BOS) 

Subject: RE: Comments regarding Ingleside El Rey Historical Status 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kathryn Olson <kathryn.r.olson@gmail.com> 
Date: June 23, 2017 at 6:03:58 PM PDT 
To: board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org 
Cc: Angela.Calvillo@sfgov.org, Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org, Norman. Y ee@sfgov.org 
Subject: Comments regarding Ingleside El Rey Historical Status 

Hi Angela, 

I am unable to attend the meeting next week, but I wanted to register my comments as a resident at 180 
Howth St. 

I was born in San Francisco at the Kaiser on Geary. I have watched this city go through a lot of change, 
some good, and some bad. Our neighborhood lias had much positive change lately on the Ocean 
Avenue corridor. I'm a big fan of the wo.rk to create Unity Plaza, and the transitional housing at 1100 
Ocean Avenue. However, there are also a lot of commercial projects that have happened, that are less 
than ideal. The new complex on the corner of Brighton and Ocean, where the ietail space will be used up 
primarily by a bank. The new complex on 1490 Ocean, which is going for a luxury price, and it is yet to 
be determined what benefit that has for the neighborhood. The proposed development at 1601 Ocean, 
which will displace several historic businesses, etc. · 

I think it is really important to ensure that we keep some of our old SF character, and the El Rey theatre is 
that. When we first moved over here, it was our greatest dream that it would be restored, and used as a 
community theatre or arthouse. It is a landmark both as a theatre, and also as the birthplace of the 
Gap. Please keep the character in our neighborhood, ,;md help to restore it by maklng it a landmark. 

Best Regards,· 

Kathryn Olson 

180 Howth Street 

SF, CA, 94112 
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Open letter to Sandra Fewer, MOHCD, and SF Board of Supervisors 
re: SSP, Small Sites P-~~'g;am 

From Keith Hennessy, resident of Pigeon Palace, a 6-unit community land trust in San Francisco 

June 2017 

Greetings, 

Thanks for· focusing your attention on the Small Sites Program and the concerns of SF residents who 
are threatened with displacement as increasing numbers of rent control apartments are lost to evictions, 
conversions, and AirBnB. 

My name is Keith Hennessy and I am a resident of the Pigeon Palace, one of several buildings owned 
by the San Francisco Community Land Trust. The Pigeon Palace could not have been purchased 
without $2.5million in SSP funds. Additional funding was provided by a bank loan of$ l .2million 
secured by SFCLT and a loan from the Pigeon residents of$300K. This $300K, collected from the 
limited savings of the residents and over $150K borrowed from our fri~nds, was the only actual cash 
invested in our building. 

The Pigeon Palace is a 6-unit building on Folsom St near 24th St in the Mission. Each unit is a full
sized Victorian flat, with 2-3 bedrooms depending on how you count, and large bay window rooms at 
each end of the building. We have a gorgeous backyard that we have renovated with a large patio, fruit 
trees, flowering vines, and multiple plots for growing organic vegetables. We formed our own non
profit, Pigeon Palace Inc, that works with SFCLT to manage and maintain the building. 

Some of our residents have lived in the city for over 35 years while others have been here for less. Our 
ages range from 6 to 65. We are artists and activists, health care workers, historians, parents, small 
business owners, and community-based food providers. People of color live in three of our six units. 
Several of our residents are LGBT/Q. Most ofus are associated with vibrant non-profit and · 
community-based organizations, some of which we co-founded, that function as progressive change 
agents in San Francisco and beyond. Our contributions to the City's vibrant culture, progressive values, 
and innovative genius have been enabled by our low-cost housing, i.e., because we pay below-market, 
cheap rent, we have time and energy to make art, serve marginalized populations, and work for social 
justice. 

When our building went up for sale the most competitive bids came from investors eager to evict every 
one of us. Had we not organized and fought for two years AND had the SFCLT not been able to access 
SSP funds to buy our building we would have been evicted from the low-cost housing that made our 
creative and service work possible. Every one of us would have been displaced from San Francisco 
entirely. 

We are very grateful for the City's role in saving our homes and guaranteeing them as affordable 
housing in perpetuity. In addition, we look forward to working with each and all of you so that the S SP 
and MOH CD can best serve our shared interests in increasing the availability of low-cost, resident
managed housing in San Francisco; housing that can withstand the ravages of gentrification driv:en by 
economies whose booms and busts are not experienced_ equally. 
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Areas of change arid improvement: 
I. Because of MOH directives we had to open our two vacant units to higher income limits and much 
higher rents so that new residents pay more than double the rent of the original residents. This has 
created an unnecessary social and. economic strain on the community of our building. We challenge 
both the financial and speculative logics that drive MO H's policy of forcing new SFCLT units to .120% 
AMI, in our building _and beyond. 

2. Acquiriilg buildings to protect low-income SF residents from the structurally guaranteed injustice of 
the market is tremendously important. Equally important, but less visibly so, is the maintenance of 
these buildings. Many Small Sites projects, including the Pigeon Palace, are more than I 00 years old 
and need serious repair. At the time of purchase, our building's repair needs were inadequately assessed 
and budgeted. We are simultaneously grateful for the initial scope of repair work and eager to move 
forward with a more thorough needs assessment, budgeting, and scope of repairs that will guarantee the 
building's availability as affordable housing long after our tenure. City support to refmance our 
building and easier access to SSP funds will be necessary in the immediate future. 

3. MOHCD policies tend to prioritize nuclear families while discriminating against group and 
collective housing. San Francisco has always been a place where alternative families, groups of friends, 
queer kinship, and low income solidarity have motivated collective living in shared apartments. One of 
our units is occupied by an intentional community of four low-income adults. Held to heteronormative 
income limits designed for parents with children this family-of-friends is threatened with higher rent if 
any one of them makes over $30K (thousand) annually, an unfair burden in this ever increasingly 
expensive city. 

4. Finally, the residents of our building want to express our solidarity with the collective co-ops of the 
SFCLT. These single unit co-ops - with 5-13 roommates sharing common kitchens and bathrooms -
need an alternative to the City's lottery system to choose incoming roommates. When it comes to City 
subsidized housing, one size does not fit alL Even the federal courts have recognized the right of 
tenants to select roommates who will share kitchen, bathroom, and participate in the culture and 
community of the house. 

Thanks for listening and thanks for your effort to create and protect low-cost housing, 

Keith Hennessy 
jkeithhennessy@gmail.com 
415 846 2273 

Pigeon Palace 
2840-2848 Folsom St, SF 94110 
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10: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) 
Subject: RE: El Rey Theater Historical Preservation we approve!!!! File No. 170430 

-----Original Message-----
From: PatR [mailto:calbearsph@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2017 12:20 AM 
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> 
Subject: El Rey Theater Historical Preservation we approve ! ! ! ! 

Dear supervisors 

Our family is three generations San Franciscan's living in this beautiful City that is changing rapidly. 
Our family support The El Rey Theater as a Historical Landmark. We live one block near the beautiful building. 

We strongly su·pport the preservation of this beautiful Landmark to save the irreplaceable historical architecture and 
building. 

Our City is demolishing beautiful buildings too rapidly. 
Our.neighbors and Ingleside Terraces association members support the preservation! 

,t Ryan Hechinger 
mgleside Terraces Associstion member and Resident. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: 
Subject: 

From: Kathryn Olson [mailto:] 

Board of Supervisors, (BOS); kathryn.r.olson@gmail.com 
RE: Comments regarding Ingleside El Rey Historical Status 

Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 6:04 PM 
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> 
Cc: Calvillo, Angela (BOS) <angela.calvillo@sfgov.org>; Safai, Ahsha (BOS) <ahsha.safai@sfgov.org>; Yee, Norman (BOS) 

<norman.yee@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Comments regarding Ingleside El Rey Historical Status 

Hi Angela, 

I am unable to attend the meeting next week, but I wanted to register my comments as a resident at 180 Howth St. 

I was born in San Francisco at the Kaiser on Geary. I have watched this city go through a lot of change, some good, and 
some bad. Our neighborhood has had much positive change lately on the Ocean Avenue corridor. I'm a big fan of the 
work to create Unity Plaza, and the transitional housing at 1100 Ocean Avenue. However, there are also a lot of 
commercial projects that have happened, that are less than ideal. The new complex on the corner of Brighton and 
Ocean, where the retail space will be used up primarily by a bank. The new complex on 1490 Ocean, which is going for a 
luxury price, and it is yet to be determined what benefit that has for the neighborhood. The proposed development at 
1601 Ocean, which will displace several historic businesses, etc. 

I think it is really important to ensure that we keep some of our old SF character, and the El Rey theatre is that. When we 
first moved over here, it was our greatest dream that it would be restored, and used as a community theatre or 
arthouse. It is a landmark both as a theatre, and also as the birthplace of the Gap. Please keep the character in our 
neighborhood, and help to restore it by making it a landmark. 

Best Regards, 

Kathryn Olson 

180 Howth Street 

SF, CA, 94112 
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.>: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

-----Original Message----
From: justin [mailto:] · 

Board of Supervisors, (BOS); justinkarimzad@hotmail.com 
BOS-Supervisors 
RE: El Rey Theater Preservation 

Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2017 10:35 PM 
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org> 
Subject: El Rey Theater Preservation 

Dear San Francisco Board Of Supen:risors, 

I petition to you to recognize the El Rey Theater building as an indi.spensable neighborhood la.ndmark. This is true in the 
literal sense, with its distinctive marquee. Be that as it may be, this building also showcases the Art Deco style of 
architecture, setting it apart from the neighboring buildings, and contributing to the Ingleside Terrace neighborhood as a. 
grand exhibition of this style. Demolishing this building would destroy a unique landmark integral to the neighborhood's 
character and identity. · 

Sincerely, 
·· ,stin Karimzad 
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Ferguson, Shannon' iEPC) 
Subject: El Rey 

-----Original Message----
From: Rebecca Mosher [mailto:rmoshr@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:21 AM 
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC) 
Subject: El Rey 

Dear Sir or Madame, 
Please protect the historic theater, El Rey, by designating the property "landmark". 
Very Truly, · 
Rebecca Mosher 
349 Howth Street (21 years) 

Sent from my .iPad 

1 
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Ferguson, Shannon (CPC) 

Subject: El Rey Theater on Ocean Avenue 

-----Original Message----
From: Christian Ard [mailto:ard@sonic.net] 
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2017 9:03 PM 
To: Secretary, Commissions {CPC) 
Subject: El Rey Theater on Ocean Avenue 

Hello: 

I am writing to express my support for the effort to designate the El Rey Theater on Ocean Avenue as a city landmark. 
I was able to visit the El Rey Theater in 2010 for the celebration of the 80th anniversary of it's opening. I was surprised 
to see that so much of the original architecture was still intact. I believe that landmarking the theater and preserving it 
will provide a much needed entertainment venue to the burgeoning population along the Ocean Avenue corridor. 

Thank you. 

-Christian Ard 
349 Howth Street 
San Francisco CA 94112 
.J.15-770.-5968 



Ferguson, Shannon (CPC) 

Subject: FW: El Rey Theater; 12-7-2016 Agenda HPC, 2016-01105 DES 

From: suzanne mcdonnell [mailto:mcdonnell.suz@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 12:00 PM 
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC); andrew@tefarch.com; aaron.hyland.hpc@qmail.com; karl@haszinc.com; 
ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsultinq.com; RSEJohns@yahoo.com; dianematsuda@hotmail.com; 
ionathan.pearlman.hpc@qmail.com 
Cc: Ferguson, Shannon (CPC); Frye, 1im (CPC) 
Subject: El Rey Theater; 12-7-2016 Agenda HPC, 2016-01105 DES 

Dear Commissioners, 

I write in support of the proposal for landmark designation of the El 
Rey Theater at 1970 Ocean Avenue, San Francisco. 

I am a long-time resident of the Ingleside Terraces neighborhood 
adjacent to the site and an active member of the Ingleside Terraces 
Hornes Association (ITHA). Our association supports preservation 
and revitalization efforts along the Ocean Avenue corridor. Your 
vote for the landmark designation is an important step in this 
preservation effort and, I hope, a step towards return of the El Rey 
site to community use. 

Suzanne McDonnell 
35 Alviso Street 

Suzanne McDonnell 
(415) 641-0700 

1 
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6 December 2016 

SAN 
FRANCISCO 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
THEATER 
FOUNDATION 

Tim Frye, Historic Preservation Officer 
San Francisco Planning Department 

1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 

San Francisco, CA 94103-2414 

Via Electronic Mail 

Re: Support for Landmark Designation 
El Rey Theater, 1970 Ocean Avenue, San Francisco, CA 

Dear Mr. Frye: 

The San ·Francisco Neighborhood Theater Foundation, a 501 {c}(3) not-for-profit organization, is pleased to 
submit this letter of support for the landmark designation of the El Rey Theater as a City of San Francisco 
landmark under Article 10 of the Planning Code. 

Built in 1931, the El Rey is ah architecturally significant movie theater designed in the Art Deco style by 
master architect Timothy Pflueger. Located at 1970 Ocean Avenue, the El Rey remains remarkably intact, 
conveys its original historic appearance, and serves as an important visual landmark in the Ingleside 
neighborhood. 

We urge the Historic Preservation Commission to vote in support of the nomination. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Petrin, Vice President 
San Francisco Neighborhood Theater Foundation_ 

CC: Therese Poletti. 
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Ferguson, Shannon (CPC} 

Subject: FW: El Rey Theater 

From: Donna Howe [mailto:donna.howe@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, December 04, 2016 11:05 PM 
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC} 
Subject: El Rey !heater 

To the commission: 
I am a long time resident (60+ years) of the Ingleside Terrace neighborhood. Work prevents me from attending this 
Wednesday's meeting, but I would like to voice my support of the movement to preserve the El Rey Theater by granting 
it Landmark status. 
Sincerely, 
Donna Keuper Howe 
85 Entrada Court 
San Francisco, CA 94127 
415.333.5550 
donna.howe@comcast.net 

1 
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=erglison,' Shannon (CPC) 

Subject: FW: -Preservation of the El Rey Theater 

From: Linda McGilvray [mailto:linda.mc::qilvray@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday~ December 04, 2016 8:52 PM 
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC) 
Subject: Preservation of the El Rey Theater 

Please consider the. preservation and approving the landmark status of the El Rey Theater. It is an iconic 
location and an art deco building that should be preserved. It would make a wonderful spot for a complex of 
theater, arts, restaurants and more. Local colleges & universit~es could use it for productions and concerts. To 
not save it would be a travesty, making the location ripe for more glass & steel boxes. The Ingleside Terraces 
neighborhood there is historic with the recent celebration of their centennial. In keeping with historic 
architecture, it seems fitting to preserve the theater. I hope you will c_onsider these points. 

Thank you very much. 

Linda McGilvray 
Ingleside Terraces resident 
San Francisco 



Ferguson, Shannon .(CPC) 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: El Rey Theater Landmark Status 
WTPCC El Rey.pdf 

From: Roger Ritter WOTP President [mailto:president@westoftwinpeaks.org] 
. Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2016 11:51 PM 
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC) 
Cc: Lee, Mayor (MYR); Yee, Norman (BOS) 
Subject: El Rey Theater Landmark Status 

December 1, 2016 

Historic Preservation Commission 
City and County of San Francisco 
.Via e-mail 

. Dear Commissioners: 

The West of Twin Peaks Central Council, which represents 20 homeowners' and neighborhood associations in 
Western San Francisco, strongly supports landmark status for the historic El Rey Theater, which was built in 
· 1931. The El Rey was designed by the preeminent San Francisco architect Timothy Pflueger (1892-1946), who 
also designed George Washington High School, the Castro Theater, and the Court of Pacifica at the 1939 
Golden Gate International Exposition on Treasure Island. The El Rey is an iconic part of the neighborhoods 
along Ocean Avenue and is a true landmark, whose tower is visible for many miles away. While a physical 
landmark, it could not be designated with official landmark status since the time it was purchased by a religious 
institution in 1977. Now, preservation of the El Rey Theater as a theater and community resource is an 
opportunity that, if not secured, will be lost to the community forever. 

We respectfully urge you to grant landmark status to this historic structure. A copy of our resolution is attached. 

· Yours truly, 

ISi 

Roger Ritter 

cc: Hon. Edwin M. Lee, Mayor of the City and County of San Francisco 
· Hon. Norman Yee, District 7 Supervisor 

West of Twin Peaks Central Council 

• • • I • • A Res~urce !or Neighborhood Organizations West of Twin Peaks in San e 9 Francisco since 1936 . · · 

WT Pc C PO Box27112 
· San Francisco, CA 94127 

Roger Ritter, President 

,1 
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-=erguson, Shannon (CPC) 

Subject: FW: El Rey Historic Designation 

From: Kathryn Olson [mailto:kathryn.r.olson@qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2016 12:30 PM 
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC) 
Subject: El Rey Historic Designation 

I wanted to send an e-mail to show my support for the landmark designation for the El Rey Theater in 
Ingleside. Many things have been improving and changing in this neighborhood for the past several years, with 
the help of the city. I have really enjoyed the improvements to the Ocean corridor, and additions to community 
housing and public plaza. 

However, lam concerned that if this theater is not preserved, we will losemuch of the character of this 
neighborhood. As we develop more and more modem new, clean buildings, we end up looking like a foggy 
version of Walnut Creek. We have a lot of history here, and I think that this building should be preserved and 
retumesf to its former glory, rather than turned in to another characterless, faceless building. 

Not only is the architecture iconic, it was also the birthplace of another Bay Area Icon, the Gap. While I can't 
attend the meeting next week, ple~se register my support for granting the Landmark designation. 

Thank you, 

Kathryn Olson 

1 
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West of Twin Peaks Central Council 

• I 9 I •I•. A Res~urce for Neighborhood Organizations West of Twin Peaks in San 
- . · --· . Francisco since 1936 

WTPCC POBox27112 
_ . · San Francisco, CA 94127 http://www.westoft\vinpeaks.org/ 

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF EL REY THEATER PRESERVATION 

The West of Twin Peaks Central Council strongly supports landmark status for the El 

Rey Theater on Ocean Avenue. The site and structures should be preserved, so that they can 

serve as a community resource providing entertainment and educational opportunity to the 

surrounding neighborhoods and to all San Franciscans. 

At its February 22, 2016 meeting, the West of Twin Peaks Central Council delegates 

voted overwhelmingly to support preservation of this unique neighborhood landmark. The 

Council believes that it is important that more than the exterior of the building be preserved. The 

building, with its unique exterior and interior architecture, should be preserved as a public . 

resource and utilized as originally designed to be an entertainment venue - enjoyed by all and 

open to all. 

The Council also supports the concept of the site being used as a Performing Arts 

Center, as has been promised to the community by City College of San Francisco since 2000. A 

Performing Arts Center at the EI Rey can be utilized by San Francisco State University and/or 

City College, providing educational opportunities to the students of those institutions. At the 

same time, the theater can provide entertainment in the form of theater, musical events and 

movies to the surrounding community. 
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Since 1931, the El Rey Theater, designed by famed San Franci.sco architect Timothy 

Pflueger, has stood as an architectural icon. The El Rey's tower has served as a welcome and 

familiar landmark.amidst our neighborhoods. While a physical landmark, it could not be 

designated with official landmark status since the time it was purchased by a religious institution 

in 1977. Now, preservation of the El Rey Theater as a theater and community resource is an 

opportunity that, if not secured, will be lost to the community forever. 

The West of Twin Peaks Central Council therefore supports the City and County of San 

Francisco, San Francisco State University, City College of San Francisco, and all interested 

persons and organizations to work together to preserve the jewel that is the El Rey Theater. 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room.244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDDtrTY No. 554-5227 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
· BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

LAND USE AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Land Use and Transportation Committee wi.11 
hold a public hearing to consider the following proposal and said public hearing will be held 
as follows, at which time all interested parties may attend and be heard: 

Date: Monday, June 26, 2017 

Time: 1 :30 p.m. 

Location: Legislative Chamber, Room 250, located at City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place,.San Francisco, CA 

Subject: File No. 170430. Ordinance amending the Planning Code to designate 
1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El Rey Theater}, in Assessor's Parcel Block 
No. 3280, Lot 018, as a Landmark under Article 10 of the Planning Code; 
affirming the Planning Department's determination under the California 
Environmental Quality Act; and making public necessity, convenience 
and welfare findings under Planning Code, Section 302, and fin_dings c;>f 
consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of 
Planning Code, Section 101.1 . 

. ~I 

In accordance with Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons who are unable to 
attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments to the City prior to the time 
the hearing begins. These comments will be made as part of the official public record in this 
matter, and shall be brought to the attention of the members of the Board of Supervisors. 
Written comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr. 
-Carlton Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA 94102. Information relating to this 
matter is available in the Office of the Clerk of the Board. Agenda information relating to this 
matter will be available for public review on. Friday, June 23, 2017. 

~la

0

~~k ·of the Board 

DATED/POSTED/MAILED: June 14, 2017 
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City Hall 

BOARD of SUPERVISORS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 

Legislative File No. 

Description of ltem(s): 

PROOF OF MAILING 

170430 · 

· Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

Ordinance amending the Planning Code to designate 1970 Ocean Avenue (aka El 
Rey Theater), in Assessor's Parcel Block No. 3280, Lot 018, as a Landmark under 
Article 10 of the Planning Code; affirming the Planning Department's 
determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making public 
necessity, convenience and welfare findings under Planning Code, Section 302, 
and findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies 
of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

I, Alisa Somera , an employee of the City and 
County of San Francisco, mailed the above described document(s) by depositing the 
sealed items with the United States Postal Service (USPS) with the postage fully 
prepaid as follows: 

Date: 6/14/2017 

Time: 5:30 p.m. 

· USPS Location: Repro Pick-up Box in the Clerk of the Board's Office (Rm 244) 

Mailbox/Mailslot Pick-Up Times (if applicable): N/A ---------------

Signature:--~-~-+-·-· t-------------------

Instructions: Upon completion, original must be filed in the above referenced file. 
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. Introduction Form · 
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor '/i;!'J.':DDfo D·'Jl 1 '' l ' '.\' !-\. I U'" ,,. '. ? ' -~ ' '" I i I t• , 0 

Time stamp '--

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one): or meeting date 

[g] 1. For reference to Co~mittee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion, or Charter Amendment) 

D 2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee. 

D 3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee. 

D 4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor inquires" 

D 5. City Attorney request. 

D . 6. Call File No. .-I --------.I from Committee. 

D 7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion). 

D 8. Substitute Legislation File No. '~----~ 

D 9. Reactivate File No. ~I -----~ 

D 10. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on 
~--------------' 

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following: 

D Small Business Commission D Youth Commission D Ethics Commission 

D Planning Commission D Building Inspection Commission 

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form. 

Sponsor(s): 

!supervisor Yee 

Subject: 

Planning Code - Landmark Designation - 1970 Ocean A venue ( aka El Rey Theater) 

The text is listed below or attached: 

See attached. 

Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor: 
-----------------.-------

For Clerk's Use Only: 
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